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Welcome out into nature!
The book you are holding in your hand is a guide to the nature of
Kronoberg. We have chosen 35 nature reserves with beautiful scenery,
well worth a visit, and present them in words and pictures. The book
also includes a cultural reserve, Linneaus’ Råshult.
For each of the reserves you can read about the trails you can hike, as
well as the birds, plants, and fungi you will be able to see. You will also
find tips for things to pack in your bag on your outing.
To make it simple to find the reserves, the coordinates to the parking
spaces of the reserves are marked, (SWEREF99 TM). In some cases,
there are no parking space, then we refer you to the closest public
parking.
Maybe you will find places you’ve never visited before, or rediscover
old favourites and see them with new eyes.
We hope that the book will open roads to the nature, and make
you curious, leading you to discover other nature reserves on your
own.
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The Kronoberg nature
The nature in Kronoberg encompass everything from wide-spread
mire landscapes, flowery hay meadows, shimmering broad-leaved
forests, to the whispering pine forests. In the vicinity of the urban
areas there are several reserves working as recreational areas for
people, while at the same time protecting nature.
The reserves in this booklet are divided after the main type of nature you will find there. You will see the types of reserves you can visit
by following the colour code on the pages.
THE MIRE LANDS
The mires are mainly spreading to the west
in Kronoberg county. Several of them
are wide, large areas, offering grandiose
views and landscape impressions. Through
several of them there are footbridge trails
where you can walk dry-shod, even if you
are recommended to use wellingtons in
many cases. Among the typical plants you
can see in the mire are bog-myrtle, deergrass, cross-leaved heath, bog asphodel,
wild rosemary, and cloudberry. Among the
birds you might spot black grouse, golden
plover, crane, hen harrier, meadow pipit,
and wood sandpiper.

THE OAK MEADOW LANDS
Gnarled, large oaks that has been here since
the days of king Gustav I, can be found in
several of the nature reserves in the county.
Old, thick oaks are like separate ecosystems
by themselves, considering the life environment they lend room to. Large mushrooms
like ox tongue fungi and ram’s head adorn
the oaks in fall. In the hollows of the trees
there are room for tawny owls, bats, and
wood-living beetles such as the hermit
beetle. If you look close enough at the
bark, you will find lichen like soot lichen
and scleophora lichen. In Kronoberg the
pronounced oak lands are located around
the large lakes in Ljungby Municipality,
North and South of Växjö, and in the
southern parts of Tingsryd Municipality.

THE FOREST RESERVES
The oldest and most natural pine forests are
found in the county’s nature reserves. Some
of them are real wildwoods, where there are
many boulders in the terrain. Other forests
have been torn down by severe storms and
show the’ natural dynamics of the forest.
One example is Kråketorpsskogen, where
you currently can stroll along a path, lined
with fallen trees and growing broad-leaf
trees. In the forest reserves you can listen
to woodpeckers of different kinds, for
example the black woodpecker, and the
great spotted woodpecker. The pine forests’
primary character bird is the wood grouse,
which you can see as well in several of the
pine forests in the county.

THE BROAD-LEAF FORESTS
In the broad-leaf forests there are a lush
climate for plants. The northern limit for
the hornbeam is in Kronoberg, and it is
found, among other places, in the rich
broad-leaf forests in the nature reserve
Målaskogsberg. There it grows side by
side with other broad-leaf trees like beech,
linden, and maple. The forest climate in
the broad-leaf forests are fortuitous for
moss, lichen, and fungi. Bring a m
 agnifying
glass and watch the tree trunks more
closely. Some of the species you may get
acquainted with in the broad-leaf forests
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are lungwort (can be seen with the naked eye), pox lichen, pericleum lichen,
pendulous wing-moss, and silky wall
feather-moss. In the bird fauna, species like
the stock dove, the lesser spotted woodpecker, wood warbler, and hawfinch are
noted.

THE RESERVES AROUND
MÖCKELN
Around the lake Möckeln in the southern
part of the county there is a c oncentration
of valuable nature and nature reserves,
which is why we gathered those in a
category of their own. The landscape
around Möckeln is characterised by
broad-leaf forest, rich in species, hay
meadows, and shore meadows. In the lake
swims the landscape fish of Småland, the
wels catfish, and in the air the white-tailed
eagle, the osprey, and numerous other birds
soar. On the shore meadows the marsh
gentian grows. In the vicinity of Möckeln
you will find the cultural reserve of the
county, Linneaus’ Råshult!

THE HAY MEADOWS
The hay meadow, as a symbol of a
livelihood that goes back many hundreds
of years, combined with its beauty, leaves
no one indifferent. There are great nature
values connected to the hay meadow,
among them flowers, butterflies, and bees.
In a hay meadow with many species, there
may be up to 40 different plants in an area
of one square meter. A selection of the
flowers you may find are cowslip, moorland
spotted orchid, mountain arnica, and rough
hawkbit. Among the butterflies, grass
butterflies of different kinds are noted,
such as the colourful forester moths. The
flowery splendour of the hay meadow is
replaced by the meadow mushrooms during
fall, lighting up the harvested meadows in
gaudy colours. Some of the best locations
for mushrooms in the county are located in
Höö, Våraskruv and Libbhults ängar.

RESERVES CLOSE TO URBAN
AREAS
Even if the prime objective is to protect
nature, areas for recreation plays a major
role when creating nature reserves close to
urban areas. In several cases the effort on
design and facilities for recreation are more
extensive in the reserves close to cities. For
example, there are often both shelters and
fireplaces where you can sit down. There
can be running tracks and marked biking
trails, as well as resting places for canoeing.
Welcome to the nature close to urban areas
and an enriching recreational life.
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What you can see and experience in
There are a lot to experience in the nature reserves of Kronoberg.
Often there are special arrangements on site, giving you, as a visitor
a warm welcome. What about bird towers, hiking trails, wind shelters,
fireplaces, and outdoor gyms, just to mention a few? At the entrance
to the reserves there are information boards, with information about
the reserves and guiding you further on into nature.
If your imagination fails you, unlikely as that would be, we have
some suggestions for things you could do while visiting the reserves,
and tips on where you can do it!
 Stay overnight in a bird tower and watch the black grouse lekking at dawn,
(Horsnäsamossen mire, pg. 10)
 Look for black-throated loon and osprey, (Hissö island, pg. 94)
 Listen to the silence (the Storasjö area, pg. 34)
 Challenge yourself in a trek through hilly country, (Getaryggarna, pg. 25)
 Enjoy the view from an availability-adapter watchtower, (Vithult, pg. 37)
 Visit one of the best panoramic sites in the county, (Taxås, pg. 62)
 Experience the richest spread of liverwort in the county, (Ramsåshuvud, pg. 65)
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The nature reserves in Kronoberg
 Bike on natural trails through hilly country, (Notteryd, pg. 85)
 Bring the children to a guided nature tour, (Naturum, pg. 102)
 Get acquainted with the flower’s Adam and Eve – a multitude of orchid splendour,
(Våraskruv, pg. 70)
 See when the cows are let out to graze (Osaby, pg. 43)
 Visit a reserve during winter and eat grilled sausages, (Helgö, pg. 91)
 Pick berries and mushrooms, (Rönnö, pg. 22)
 Take a hiking trail in the footsteps of the storm, (Kråketorpsskogen forest, pg. 28)
 Test an outdoor gym, (Osaby, pg. 97)
 Hike through a healthy broad-leaf forest, (Brotorpabäck, s. 58)
 Watch the hay-making with scythes, (Hågeryd, s. 88)
 Visit the largest mire in the county, (Taxås, pg. 16)
 Look at the oaks from king Gustav Vasa’s days (Toftaholm, pg. 46)
 Look at a burned forest (Singelstorp fly, pg. 19)
 Visit the richest site in the county for meadow mushrooms, (Libbhults ängar, pg. 73)
 Listen for owls, (Skårtaryds urskog, ancient woodland, pg. 31)
 Magnify moss and lichen, (Agnäs, pg. 52)
 Visit a fruit orchard meadow, (Hackekvarn, pg. 55)
 Meet Linneaus, ( Linneaus’ Råshult, pg. 69)
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The right of public access

What applies in the reserves?
When you spend time in nature, the right of public
access gives you a number of rights. Among other
things, that you can walk wherever you want, as long
as you don’t intrude on someone’s private garden.
But following the right to spend time freely in nature,
there are obligations as well, such as no littering or
damaging nature.
In the nature reserves, there may be rules exceeding the right of public
access.
In each of the nature reserves in the county there are regulations
regarding what is allowed in each area. You will find them on
information signs in the reserves.
Some common regulations are as follows:
• It is prohibited to make fire, except in assigned locations and
permanent sites.
• It is prohibited to bring along unleashed dogs or other unleashed
animals.
• It is prohibited to put up a tent, except at assigned locations and
permanent sites.
• It is prohibited to park a caravan or a camper there between midnight
and 5 a.m.,
• It is prohibited to damage natural objects or surfaces.
• It is prohibited to fell or in other ways damage trees and shrubs,
living or dead, standing or fallen.
• It is prohibited to pick, damage or dig up herbs, fungi, moss, lichen,
or other plants, other than picking single specimens of non-
protected species. Berries and edible mushrooms can be picked for
household consumption.
Some areas may be ornithological reserves. There, it is prohibited to
be there during the time denoted on signs in the area.
If you want to know more about the right of public access, see the
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency’s web site:
www.naturvardsverket.se
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1. Vakö myr
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Is it possible to get a notion of the sea in Kronoberg county? Can the
inland of Kronoberg really give the same grandiose sensation and
wide vistas as the large, open sea? Maybe not in many places, but
we dare to promise that Vakö myr is a good choice.
It is hardly gulls or skimmers breaking the silence, but cranes,
golden plowers, and curlews. Welcome to discover a reserve with an
open horizon.

Open mire with rich birdlife

frame the picture and form fabulous forests
to rest your eyes on.

From the parking place in the south-east,
the path will take you through the typical
beechwoods of southern Småland to the
woodland edge of the mire landscape. You
will meet old, divergent pines along the way.
In early summer the mire “flowers” in the
whites and pinks of hare’s-tail, cottongrass,
and cranberry. The landscape looks almost
snow-covered when the cottongrass sways
in the wind. The monochrome birches

The footbridge trail takes you over wet
streaks, where the common peat mosses
are spreading out between tussocks of
deergrass and cottongrass. Here and there
the path is lined with cloudberries. When
you have walked around a kilometre or so,
you reach an old cottage, situated like an
island in the mire, Flatön. Just 100 years
ago, people lived here! The stone wall
reminds us of the human presence and the
old lilac, that grew beside the cottage, is still
alive. When you have passed the cottage,
the view awaits. You will reach a boulder
with a good view of what may look like a
sea: an enormous, open mire.
The birds at Vakö mire

The golden plower, the real character
bird of the mire landscape has one of it’s
strongholds in Kronoberg, at Vakö mire.
If you are there in spring or early summer,
you are almost guaranteed to hear its
melancholy, whistling calls over the vast
vistas. Other birds you might spot in your
binoculars are the black grouse, curlew, and
crane.
The 1992 fire

In 1992 a fire ravaged the area and made its
mark on the plants living here today. When
there is a fire on a mire, it can burn for a
long time in moss and dry lichen. That is

The mire blossoms in spring.
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FACTS
Protected from: 1998.
Area: 969 ha.
Characteristics:
Plateau bog with fixed
islets, marshes and
edge forest.

Vakö myr
nature reserve

Municipality: Älmhult.
Owner: Private owners
and companies.
In the binoculars: Black
grouse, curlew, crane,
golden plower.
Pack: Binoculars
good shoes/boots.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Vakö myr
nature reserve

Tyringemossen
nature reserve

Symbols
Parking

N 6264665
E 452561

Yellow trail 2 km
Nature reserve border

Information

Golden plover.

what happened in Vakö myr. The fire lasted
for a long time due to the s mouldering
moss beds. The first period after the fire,
the mire was bare, and then different
pioneer plants like cottongrass started to
take over. The mosses came back first after
around ten years.

will be regular fires, both in the forest and
the mire. The pine, our most common
tree after the spruce, is adapted to make it
through fires due to its coarse bark, high
crown, and deep roots. In the woodland
edge forest by Vakö myr there are several
pines that surely have lived through one or
two fires.

When the nature takes care of itself there
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2. Horsnäsamossen
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Horsnäsamossen is an elongated mire, surrounded by a wide-spread
forest and mire landscape. Out on the mire you are met with open
vistas and fresh scents. Under your feet you feel the ground swaying
due to the most common moss on the mire, the peat moss.
Maybe you prefer dry land and looking at the mire a bit from
above? Then you can take a trip to the bird-watching tower in the
reserve where you can stay overnight as well!
A common mire in western Kronoberg

In Horsnäsamossen you find all common
mire plants in Kronoberg County. Here
grows the cross-leaved heath, a heath with
bell-shaped flowers, that is a tad more
tender in its growth than the common
heath. In the marshes you may find bog
asphodel, with its strong yellow flowers in
summer. The different birds of the mire
find their way here as well. In spring the
black-cocks are gathering to lek. If you
have your binoculars in the bird-watching
tower on an early morning in April, the
odds are huge that you will spot them.
Other birds that might show up are the
golden plower, hen harrier, and wood
sandpiper.

Tranebokanalen

Across the mire a dug channel runs, the
Tranebokanalen channel. The mire was
drained during the first part of the 20th
century, due to peat harvesting. The peat
harvesting was of great benefit to h
 umans,
but it has also destroyed the natural
hydrology of the mire. Through an EU-
financed project the mire has been restored
during the latter years after the draining.
Through the filling of ditches the mire is
slowly restoring itself and the moss of the
mire are starting to wander back again.
What is a peat moss?

The peat mosses are living an anonymous
life. And do not make a huge impression,

Blackcocks lekking.
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FACTS
Protected from: 2008.
Area: 765 ha Characteristics: Mire complex.
Municipality: Ljungby.

Prästeboda
nature reserve

Ljungby

Owner: Private owners and the State.

Horsnäsamosen
nature reserve

In the binoculars: Black grouse, hen harrier,
crane, golden plower.
Pack: Sleeping bag, ground sheet for sleepover, something to grill, coffee to boil, and a
kettle.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N

N 6298724
E 445519

Tranhult

Symbols
Parking

Rest place

Information

Fire place

Viewing tower

Nature reserve border

0
Gösljömyren
nature reserve

but they are actually covering large parts
of our landscape. The peat mosses form
the bog planes of the mire in Horsnäsa
mossen and other mires. They grow in a
variety of environments, in water-filled
pools or under the sun, on dry tussocks
in the mire. The peat moss gives the mire
its c haracteristic colour, where they shift
from light green to deep red nuances. The
northern peat moss, growing on the forest’s
edge is a light green species, while the red
dwarf peat moss has a beautiful ruby-red
colour.
Peat mosses have a great capacity to store
water. It will be noticeable if you lift a
piece of peat moss and squish it. They
are antiseptic as well and have sometimes
been used to heal wounds. They have also
been used to make houses draught-proof
and not the least to produce peat. The
peat mosses have a huge capacity to store
carbon, thus they are important in a global
perspective, as a buffer to the effects on the
climate.
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1,000
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Here, in Horsnäsamossen you can
recognise several peat moss species,
just through their colour and the places
where they grow. The rusty peat moss is
beautifully rust-coloured and preferably
grows, just like the red dwarf peat moss, on
slightly raised tussocks.

Cross-leaved heath.

3. Gölsjömyren
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Just to the south of Horsnäsamossen there is a smaller mire, Gölsjö
myren. Here, the quagmire is open, and the atmosphere is
bewitching. In the middle of the bog you find lake Gölsjön’s still
waters, surrounded by interesting plants, such as the marsh orchid.
Don’t forget the wellies - this is one of the wettest mires in the county!

High bogs and marshes

Gölsjömyren is a mire-complex with bogs
as well as marshes. A plateau bog is raised
over the surrounding area. If you look
at the horizon, you might notice that the
ground in the bog is somewhat raised as
well. A bog characteristic is that it only
gets water from above. Organic material,
such as plant parts of different kinds are
broken down slowly in the bog and lay at
the bottom. In the beginning, Gölsjömyren mire was one big lake. In time with
the lake growing over, the mire was slowly
formed, and today only a small part of the
lake remains. The marshes between the bog
and the woodland edge are wet, and this
is where the bog asphodel and different
species of sedge grow. The marshes get
water through rain and ground water.

is the common snipe, a wader with a typical
“braying” call. At dawn and dusk you can
hear the somewhat mysterious sound when
the bird nosedives, The sound emerges
when the bird’s tail-feathers vibrate in
the flight Several other birds choose to
land at Gölsjömyren, for example crane,
bean goose, whopper swan, and various
ducks. During spring you might see the
characteristic profile of the great grey
shrike with its black mask.

Plants liking it here

On Gölsjömyren you will find several
of the common mire plants. On the bog
planes grows deergrass, heath, and different
kinds of peat moss. In the waterlogged
marshes grows bog asphodel, cross-leaved
heath, bog-rosemary, and bog-myrtle. One
of the few orchids thriving acidic environments like Gölsjömyren is the marsh orchid, with pink flowers. It blooms in June.
Birds in the binoculars

In the northern part of the reserve there
is a bird-watching tower. There you get a
view of the mere and the open bog plane.
If you have brought your binoculars, you
might see some of the birds on the mire
close up. One of the birds on Gölsjömyren

Marsh orchid.
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FACTS

Horsnäsamossen
nature reserve

Protected from: 1975.
Area: 344 ha.

South Tranhult

Characteristics: Wetland
Municipality: Ljungby.
Owners: The State/
Swedish Hepa, private,
the Church.
In the binoculars: Snipe,
crane, bean goose,
whopper swan, and great
grey shrike.

Gölsjömyren
nature reserve

Pack: Binoculars, wellies.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N

N 6294652
E 442987

0

200

400
Metres

Symbols
Information

Viewing
platform

Orange trail NW, 2.3 km
Orange trail NE, 400 m

Resting
place

View
tower

Blue trail 170 m

Gölsjön lake is situated in the middle of the bog.
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Nature reserve border

4. Årshultsmyren
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Are you enticed by the thought of walking for hours over cotton
grass-clad marshes, mire islets with whispering pines, swaying
quagmires, and forest lakes? Then, you are in the right place. In
Årshultsmyren there are footbridge trails, taking you through all these
environments. The swim-friendly lake Sandsjön is also located in the
reserve. If you are interested in botany, you will find one of the best
locales for the fair marsh gentian, with its blue flowers. Welcome to
one of the largest mires in the county!
Footbridge trail through all the
environments in the western mire

If you like long hikes in the wild, through
wide-spread mires, in the company of
golden plowers and meadow pipits, Årshultsmyren is truly the right place to be!
Here, you can escape the city and let
yourself be seduced by all the scents and
sounds. The footbridge trails are in the
centre of the reserve and can be reached
from the entrance by Kränkeboda. There
are several routes to choose between, where
the longest is 9.5 km. It is marked in blue
and connects two separate trails, the orange
to the north, and the yellow one to the
south. The northern trail partly follows the
left shore of lake Rammsjön, and takes you
over bog planes, marshes, and forest-clad
mires. Don’t forget the water bottle if you
go out there.

lake Örsjön, in the northern parts of the
reserve, is certain growing grounds for the
marsh gentian. You can go there by car.
Increased diversity through forest fires

In summer 2016, a protective burning was
performed in a small forest area in the
northern part of the reserve. In the western
parts of Kronoberg, there are species in
the forests and mire lands with a clear
connection to forest fires. The burning was
performed for the benefit of those species.
The effects of the burning will be a sparser
forest, open to the light, with more pine
than spruce. This is beneficial for light-
loving species, such as the blue clubmoss.

The bluest flower in the county

On the meadow called “Kyrkängen”,
situated in the south-eastern part of the
reserve, the marsh gentian grows. It has a
western distribution in Kronoberg County.
When it blooms you might take note of the
ink-blue spots of colour here and there in
the meadow, mostly in late summer, from
August into September. In connection to
Kyrkängen, you will find footbridge paths,
where you can be on the lookout for those
blue-blossomed beauties. The yellow trail
is around 4 km. Otherwise, the shores of

Swaying quagmire.
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FACTS

Lake

Protected from: 1972,
extended 2011.

Årshultsmyren
nature reserve

Area: 1,500 ha.
Characteristics: Mire
complex.
Municipality: Ljungby.
Lake

Owners: The State,/the
Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency, and
private owners.

Lake

N

In the binoculars: Golden
plower, meadow pipit.
Pack: Binoculars, hiking
shoes, swimsuit.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

0

N 6291445
E 402329

500

1,000
Metres

Kyrkängen
st
Halm

Symbols
Parking
Information

Fine routes through the reserve.

Marsh gentian.
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Orange trail, 4 km
Yellow trail, 4 km
Blue trail 9.5 km
Nature reserve border

5. Singelstorps fly
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Who said that nature must be far away? Or that the wilderness
should be inaccessible? Sometimes, it’s actually just around the
corner. In the outskirts of Lenhovda town you can experience nature
in the Singelstorps fly nature reserve. Lace up your boots, and take
off for a wilderness tour, just outside town.
In Singelstorps fly you can watch far and
a long over the mire, enjoy the orchids of
early summer, or catch a glimpse of your
own mirror image in the reserve’s own little
lakelet.
A footbridge path through the mire

From the parking lot of the reserve, an
orange trail takes you to the different
environments of the mire. In parts, the
trail follows a ridge in the forest, where
the path is lined by blueberry sprigs. When
the scents and the vegetation change in
character, you know that you have reached
the mire. Suddenly you might see a cloudberry shine in dark yellow under the sun,
or you might notice that the birches look
different. They grow short! This is w
 here
the birch of the mire lands, the dwarf
birch, grows. Except on the mires of Småland, it only grows in the northern parts of
the country. You might have heard of, or
read about the carnivorous drosera plant,
commonly known as sundews. Did you
know that it blooms too? If you take a look
beside the footbridge, one day in early July,
you may catch a glimpse of its tender stalk,
where the white flowers glow, in contrast to
the green peat moss carpet.
Gripagårdsflyet and Singelstorp fly

In the western parts of the reserve, Gripagårdsflyet is situated. It is a little bog where
small pines grow. In the wet grounds of
the bog, the trees grow slowly. Therefore,
these small pines may be much older than
you think, in any case around 100-150 years
old. In the bog you can get acquainted
with the typical mire plants: heath, cotton
20

Dwarf birch.

grass, black crowberry, bog-rosemary, and
cranberry Unlike Gripagårdsflyet, Singels
torps fly spreads out, and has an open
character. Here you can gaze freely towards
the h
 orizon. Maybe you discover some
bubbling blackcocks or a couple of cranes
under the sun, taking their first steps in the
dance in spring.
Singelstorps göl

In the southern part of the reserve, the
lakelet Singelstorps göl reflects the sky. The
lakelet is around 3 ha in size and makes a
small watermark in the terrain. Gnarled
pines in all shapes forms a bewitching
frame. When the lakelet is still, like a
mirror, it can be a nice place to sit and rest.
But you have to watch out, so you don’t sit
down on an anthill!
Who are hiding among the trees?

If you stop in the midst of the mire pines,
you might get company! It chatters, smacks,
chirps, and sings… You might think you’ve

FACTS
N

Protected from: 2000.
Area: 196 ha.
Characteristics: Mire
complex, mere, pine
forest.
Municipality: Uppvidinge.

Lenhovdasjön

Bobbö

Lenhovda
Gripagårdsflyet

Singelstorps fly
nature reserve

0

250

500

1,000
Metres

Västra mark

Owner: The Municipality, the State/the
Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency.
In the binoculars: Whinchat, parrot crossbill.
Pack: Binoculars, good
shoes/boots.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Symbols
Parking

N 6316267
E 520450

Information

Orange trail W, 3 km
Orange trail E, 1.5 km
Blue trail 1 km
Nature reserve border

Singelstorps göl.

got a very exotic bird for company, maybe
something like a parrot! If you manage to
catch a glimpse of it, you will notice that its
breast is rust-coloured, and that it has black
mask-like lines by its eyes. It is the w
 inchat,
hiding in the pine crowns, baffling you
with its almost exotic call. Another pretty
red-coloured bird you might see here, is the
parrot crossbill, munching on seeds high in
crowns of the pines.

Who will you meet in the mire 
– yourself, perhaps?

Singelstorps fly can be an excellent place
for rest and contemplation. Only to breathe
the scents of the mire, gaze at the ripples
on the lakelet’s surface or think about all
the trees you meet, can ease your mind.
The shapes of the pines might make you
imagine different people you’ve met. If
you were one of the pines growing here –
which one would you be?
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6. Rönnö
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In the border lands between Halland and Kronoberg, the inland
meets the “outland”. The memory of Denmark lives here still, where
border markers, large stones, shows what previously belonged to
our southern neighbouring country. Different nature types also meet
here, where pine forest and beechwood grow in common. Pine and
beech embrace each other in lands, bearing memories of feuds
over the borders. Welcome to explore a large reserve on both sides
of the county border!
Reserve with visible traces of culture

In Rönnö there are several signs of human
activity. Stone walls in the beechwoods are
now overgrown with moss, shimmering
in green. They bear witness to the work
of fencing in the farm environment and
keeping the wild animals away. Beside
old cottages, there are formerly pollarded
trees, now carrying thick branches. House
foundations can still be seen, one of the
more well-documented is “Lenas”, which
you can read about on one of the many
beautifully designed signs about the cultural
monuments in the reserve.
The era of the heath moors

There are open areas with heath, mainly on
the Halland side, but here and there in the
eastern parts of the reserve. Formerly, the
animals were grazing here. The heath was
a meagre alternative to grass, but instead
there were large areas where the animals
could graze long into the season. The heath
was burned to make it tastier and improve
the feed. Many other species that benefit
from fires have followed, and grows in
these environments, for example mountain
arnica and other daisies.

zone. Thick pines grow side by side with
magnificent beech. It gives room for a
plenitude of species. In the rainy, ocean
climate of Halland, lichen and moss thrive
and deck the beech trunks in all nuances of
green. On a sunlit pine, belonging to the
taiga, large mushrooms and insects thrive.
Gadebäcken

Along the southern part of the reserve,
Gadebäcken is a brook, running through
the beechwoods. The stream bed is filled
with stones, and fallen trees lay here and
there, slowly decaying. In common, they
form the ultimate living conditions for
trout. Small streams trickle here and there
in the forest, creating good environments
for moss.

Beechwood meets pine

In Ronnö, the shifting nature is clearly
noticeable. Where the beechwoods are
spreading, tall pines grow as well. The
coniferous forest, the northern taiga,
meets the beechwoods of the nemoral

Lungwort.
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Sissö
Smörsjön

Lomö

Utskiften

Svartasjö

Mosslunda

Tomtabacken

Åsbygget

FACTS

Össjöa

Kronoberg County

Kolken
Grönasjö

Rönnö
nature reserve

Rönnö

Protected from: 2005.

Halland County

Bäjseltas

Rångahall
Hejrakull

Area: 765 ha (whereof 440 ha in
Kronoberg County and
325 ha in
Kobacke
Halland County. Ryorna
Flammabygget
Characteristics: Forest and mire
Björkesbacken
landscape.
Balsen

Hjortabjär

Länsbygget

Municipality: Ljungby and Markaryd.
Kvarnen
Jonsnahult

Grevabygget

Bengtstorpet

Owners:
The State/The
Unoborg Swedish
Lunden
Hepa, Private owners.

Grevabygget

Bökeberg

Ekerås
Anna-Stinatorpet

IIn the binoculars:
Elk, black Egernahult
grouse,
Hatten
Borstabjäret
wood grouse,kullen
stockRödbro
dove.
GetaUlvansön

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Sågmyllefallet
Köpet

Råshult
Svenstorp

Högsjö

Båssjön

Hovsbjär

Pottan
Båshult

Hovshult

N
Hultet

Röhult
Gökhult

Information

Solakull

Friljuset

Köpsjön

Högsjö

Symbols
Parking

Råbockabacken

Skyttebacke

Råsta bjär
Pershult
Pack: Binoculars, mushroom-picking
Svinabodarna
basket, seat
pad, thermos.
Högshult

N 6275799
E 402490

Språxhu

Språxhult

Björkelund

Gökabjär

Baggabygget

Blue trail N 5,3 km Oletorp
Blue trail S 3,6 km
Nature reserve border
Nyhem

Marknadsbacken

0

250 500
Metres
Flahult

Piltebjäret

Traces of human activity are noticeable at many sites in Rönnö.

Paths for taking long hikes

the path is often lined with chanterelle
mushrooms. Along the footbridge trail,
trough mire and marsh, you might see an
elk, grazing on the forest’s edge. If you
choose to take the southern trail, you pass
Gadebäcken, with its soothing murmur,
enticing contemplation.

In Rönnö there are several paths for
hiking. Here, you can walk for hours along
winding forest paths, as well as on sturdy
gravel roads. The reserve is nice to visit
all year around. In spring, the beechwood
is bursting of birdsong, and in autumn
24

Knektaå
Långhult

7. Getaryggarna
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The name means “the goats’ backs” and Getaryggarna is something
of a challenge for hiking. The forest terrain is hilly and challenges the
“goat” inside you to climb the steep slopes. The reward is a nature
experience in the fresh forest with spruce and pine, and a mile-wide
view of the countryside, where you can look out over the forests in
the high areas of northern Kronoberg. But you might need to bring a
water bottle and insect repellent on your hike!
Getaryggarna invites you to hike all
year around

In Getaryggarna you can hike all year. In
winter, the landscape looks especially bright
under the snow-heavy spruces and the
oxygen-rich air is easy to breathe. In spring,
you hear the birds chirp between the spruce
tops, and in summer you might stay for the
evening and watch the sun go down. Getaryggarna is located by the Wilderness trail,
a hiking trail following nature of Vidinge
Municipality. You might want to supplement the visit to Getaryggarna with a hike
along the trail?

Heller’s Notchwort – a fastidious moss
with specific requirements

Getaryggarna nature reserve has a
particular forest climate. The humidity is
high and mineral-rich waters seep up from
the ground. Boulders and flat rocks keep
the humidity in the area and makes it less
exposed to sunlight and drought. There
are plenty of fallen trees, decaying on the
ground. These circumstances create a viable
environment for many species of moss
and lichen with specific e nvironmental
requirements. There are species, so
fastidious that they cannot grow, except
where the conditions are exactly like this.

Getaryggarna is good for hiking all year around.
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FACTS
Protected from: 2009.
Area: 64 ha.
Characteristics: The
forests are dominated by
coniferous trees on slopes
with some broad-leaf
trees.

N
Getaryggarna
nature reserve

Municipality: Uppvidinge.
Owner: Sveaskog.
In the binoculars: Black
grouse, hazel grouse.
Pack: Binoculars, good
hiking shoes, water bottle,
insect repellent.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6338094
E 506330
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Symbols
Parking
Information

One of those species is Heller’s notchwort,
a small moss growing on rotten wood. It
grows on fallen spruce and pine, where the
wood has begun to crack, but isn’t too soft.
Heller’s notchwort has green sprouts with
beautifully coloured purple germs. It lives
fairly unnoticed and if you want to be sure
to see it, you better bring a magnifying glass
and sharp eyes!
Blooming marshes and fine bird environments

Here and there, small marshes break up
the forest. You might see them below the
highest slopes in the reserve. The marsh
waters are rich in minerals, lending to a fine
flora. There the grass-of-parnassus and
the bird’s-nest orchid grow in abundance.
Several species of forest birds thrive in the
undisturbed environments of Getaryggarna. On your way to and through Getaryggarna, you might see both wood grouse and
hazel grouse.

Grass-of-Parnassus.
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Yellow trail 3 km
Orange trail 2.6 km
Nature reserve border

8. Kråketorpsskogen
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While hiking through the hilly landscape of Kråketorpsskogen you
have every opportunity to study the dynamics of the coniferous
forest! Where the storms raged in the beginning of the 2000s, there
are a path will yellow markings, lined with fallen trees in all forms.
On spruce and birch, fungi like red belt conk and tinder conk thrive.
In the glades, new trees are sprouting. Aspen and birch lend fresh
greenery to the tracks of the storm. Welcome to a continuously
changing forest!
Path through the remains of the storm

There are two parking spots in the reserve,
one in the eastern part, and one in the
western part, From the eastern parking,
you can reach the trail of 2.5 km. It takes
about an hour to walk in a moderate
“discovery” pace. From the trail you can
take a d etour to Skärgöl, a lakelet in the
forest. The trail is marked in orange, and
about 500 m. On the way to the lakelet, the
trail passes through riparian forests. There,
beard-lichen spread out on standing and
fallen trees. When you reach the lakelet,
there is a small bench where you can take
a breather, rest and let yourself be swept
away by the bewitching atmosphere. Along
the yellow trail there are fine viewing spots,
which is a great reward, but you will feel
the exercise in your calves!
Dead wood means a lot of food

The fallen trees from the storm fills an
important role in the forest cycle. Where
the trees have fallen, glades emerge where
other trees can spread their seeds and grow.
Birch and aspen come first, they are the
pioneer trees in these locations. Dead wood
is actually not really lifeless. Decaying, fallen
trees on the ground are teeming with life.
Various insects lay their eggs in the wood.
Some beetles live as larvae in dead wood
for several years, until they crawl out as
adult individuals. Where beetles and other
insects gather, the birds gather as well. The

Hiking trail in a changing forest landscape.

trees that fall in storms become a Mecca
for various woodpecker species. Shortly
after the Gudrun storm, the three-toed
woodpecker showed up in the Kråketorps
skogen forest. It is a pronounced insect-
eater, belonging in landscapes with lot of
dead wood.
Hay marsh

On parts of the trail you walk along Galta
kärret, a marsh that formerly was kept open
through hay harvesting. The hay harvesting
was performed in all places humans could
go. The grass in the marshes was thin, but
yet a welcome addition to the winter feed
for the farm animals. It may be enticing to
imaging the harvesting with scythes in such
an environment. What sounds, except for
the swoosh of the scythe, did those people
hear? What do you hear today?
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FACTS

Kråketorpsskogen
nature reserve

Protected from: 1993.
Area: 200 ha.
Characteristics: Mixed coniferous
forest, similar to an ancient woodland forest.

Kråketorpsskogen
nature reserve

Municipality: Växjö.
Owner: The State/ Swedish Hepa,
and private owners
In the binoculars: Goldcrest, black
woodpecker, great spotted woodpecker.
Pack: Good hiking shoes, thermos,
and something to snack on (”fika”).

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6340761
E 487768

Symbols
Parking
Information

Yellow trail 2.5
Orange trail 500 m
Nature reserve border

Beard-lichen.

Red belt conk.
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9. Skårtaryds urskog
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Some nature reserves are just as fine in winter as in summer. The
ancient woodland Skårtaryds urskog is one of them. Here lie big
boulders, clad in cup lichen and moss, like a fairy tale landscape. On
a winter’s day with lots of snow, the silence reigns in the area and the
air is easy to breathe. An owl’s hooting might be the only thing you
hear if you take off on a February night.
Owl safari

In Skårtaryds urskog you might hear several
owls. The Nature Protection society in
Växjo have arranged owl safaris in the
reserve for several years, where both boreal
and tawny owl have been heard. Some
times, the significantly smaller pygmy owl
might be seen as well. Other birds you
might see are the northern goshawk, black
grouse, and hazel grouse.
Lichen-clad forest

The trees in Skårtaryds urskog are sprinkled
with lots of beard-lichen. You might be
reminded of the Swedish author John
Bauer’s trolls when you look up at the
crowns of the trees... The most common
beard-lichens in Kronoberg are horsehair
lichen and wiry lichen. In Skårtaryds urskog
you may also find witch’s hair lichen, a
somewhat rare species, which requires
a more specific environment. It has a
more yellow colour and consists of elastic
“threads”. It you have your magnifying

Troll’s forest in winter.

glass, you can study the old-wood lichen
on older spruce in the reserve. From a
distance, it looks like light pink/purple
spots on the bark.
Traces of fires and storms

In 1868, a huge forest fire ravaged the
eastern parts of Kronoberg. It started in
Lysteryd and spread further to the south,
to the eastern forests, where Skårtaryds
urskog is located today. The traces of
the fire can be noticed on the trees in the
northern and southern parts of the reserve.
A lot of trees fell in Skårtaryd, as well as
in other places, when the Gudrun storm
raged. Since then the trail through the area
has been secured, but on windy days you
have to be aware that you are moving on
your own risk in the area. We recommend
that you keep to the trail.

Witch’s hair lichen.
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FACTS
Protected from: 1996/2016.
Area: 30 ha.
Characteristics: Natural
forest.
Municipality: Växjö.
Owners: The State/the
Swedish Nature Protection
Agency.
årt ar
Sk
yd

In the binoculars: Black
grouse, hazel grouse,
northern goshawk, boreal
owl.

Skårtaryds urskog
nature reserve

N

Pack: Thermos, seat pad,
binoculars, magnifying
glass.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6314453
E 502172
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Ancient forest with beard lichen.
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Parking

Orange trail 1.4 km

Information

Nature reserve border

10. Storasjöområdet
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In the Storasjö area, the large forest awaits. It is one of the largest –
and most silent – nature reserves in the county. Here you can hike
on trails in alternating forest and mire lands, climb up in the bird-
watching tower and look for black grouse, or maybe just lean against
a pine and listen to the silence for a while.
In the forested and mire-rich areas of
eastern Kronoberg, the Storasjö nature
reserve is located. It can be reached in
several ways, through Lessebo Municipality
to the south, or through Växjö Municipality
to the west. The parking is in the western
part of the reserve. There you will find two
hiking trails, one yellow (2.4 km), and one
orange (4 km). The longer trail takes almost
two hours to walk in a slow pace, when you
take your time to look out for birds and
where you put your feet. Along the trail you
can make a detour to a viewing tower. At
the top of the tower you have a wide view
over Björkmossen. There you often might
spot one of the wood grouse on top of a
birch.
Fires now and then

The forests in the Storasjö area are highly
affected by fire. The fire from previous
centuries have made its mark on high pines
and dry streaks. It can be seen as imprints
in the bark, where the trees have tried to
heal the damage by surrounding the burned
parts with bark. Today, large parts of the
forest in the Storasjö are homogeneous,
and to recreate the former fire-affected
woodland, natural protective burnings are
performed in the area. The effects of the
burning will be a sparser forest, open to
the light, with more space for broad-leaf
trees and pine and not as many spruces.
Natural protective burnings are made
for the benefit of all the species, adapted
through years of evolution to a life in fire-
affected forests. One of those is the erastia
salmonicolor, a wood fungus, that now will

Ancient woodland area.

grow where natural protective burnings
have been done during later years.
Memories of the crofter life

Humans have lived and worked in parts of
the reserve for a long time. This is shown
by open crofts and hay meadows. One of
the crofter cottages, Kyllemåla, is located
just by the western border of the reserve.
A lilac and a wild apple tree by the former
house foundation, give a hint about the
former presence of humans. The small
field by the cottage was cultivated far into
our own times. Now, the field is mostly
a popular location for various butterflies.
Arround the cottage you have a fine flora
with mountain arnica, cowslip, and field
scabious. In summer, the sulphur-coloured
moorland clouded yellow, forester moths
of different kinds, and longwings might
catch your eye.
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FACTS
Protected from: 1985/
2013.
Area: 1,058/1,432 ha.
Characteristics: Forest
landscape, wetland
complex quaternary land
formations, lake.

Hult

Storasjö

Sjömaden

Municipality: Uppvidinge.
Krokegöls fly

Owner: Private owners
and the State/the
Swedish Hepa.

Storasjöområdets
nature reserve

In the binoculars: Black
grouse, wood grouse,
long-tailed tit.

Djupgöl
Björkmossen

Pack: Binoculars, picnic
basket, seat pad in
winter.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Ilagöl

Kyllemåla
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E 515537
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Slätafly fly
Stocksmyr-Brännan
nature reserve

Kylleskruv
L
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Symbols
View tower

Parking
Information

Wood grouse hen.
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Orange trail, 4 km
Yellow trail, 4 km
Nature reserve border

11. Vithult
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Are you enticed by the scents of the forest, the wide vistas of the
mire, and food, cooked over an open fire?
In the ancient forest Vithults urskog, gnarled pines, wide mires, and
the sense of wilderness awaits, if you want to enjoy the forest air.
By the lake Tröholmasjön there is a viewing platform, accessible for
wheelchairs. There you can catch the arrival of spring by watching
all the birds arriving when the ice is melting.

The trails lead out into the reserve

r emains of fields and meadows. Close to
the farm there are large cairns and a wellbuilt stone wall. The village was mentioned
in connection with the Dacke uprising
against King Gustav I. A man from Brorsmåla was supposedly participating in the
uprising. In the middle of the 19th century
around 80 people lived in the village, and
both fields and meadows were worked
to the fullest. The hay meadows were
harvested ´all the way to the southern parts
of the bog that is Andrees mosse today.
Both dry and wet lands were harvested.

From the three parking spots in the reserve
there are trails to different environments.
To the north, there is grazing lands with
old mounds of stone and thick broad-
leaf trees. There you will find Bolsgölen
as well, a small lakelet with a bewitching
atmosphere. In the western part of the
reserve you reach an availability-adapted
viewing platform, and the longer trail
through sparse pine forests with old trees.
This trail can also be reached from the
eastern parking space.
Wetlands with a rich birdlife

There are three former lakes in the reserve.
The lakes were lowered during the 1930s
and 1940s to improve the arable lands.
Now only wetlands remain, and those are
important environments for birds. Here
whopper swans, cranes, and lapwings
gather under the sun in the first days of
spring. In the north part of the reserve
the mire Tängsjö fly is located. As the
name s uggests, it is a wetland with riparian
forests and quagmires. The early summer
air is filled with the typical scent of wild
rosemary, and in the marshes both bog
asphodel and moorland spotted orchid
thrive.
Brorsmåla – already mentioned in the
Dacke uprising

By Brorsmåla the maintenance of former
times can be spotted. Here you find

Bring something to grill.
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Lommarydsjön

Björkholmen

Hage

Hultäng

FACTS

Kvarnabråten
Rockebokärr
Lindellatorpet

Svensholmen

Protected from: 2014.
Area: 44 ha.

Johanstorp

Characteristics: Wetland, forest, grazing
Tidäng
land.
Davramon
Evegöl

Lilla Brorsmåla

Vithult
nature reserve

Vitegöl

Municipality: Uppvidinge.
Owner: The State/ Swedish Hepa
SveaNyäng
skog, and private owners.

Högakulla
Bolsgölen

Pack: Seat pad, something to grill.

SWEREF99 TM
Vithult

Parking

Tängnaholm
Lilla Nyholmen
Nyholmen
Blåberg

N 6324935
E 515608

Dalaron

Tassafloen

Symbols
Bredemad

Östrabol

Lidholmen

Stora Brorsmåla

In the binoculars: Wood grouse, black
grouse, hazel grouse, whooper swan.

GPS

Karskruv

Lunnaholm

Information

Orange trail 1.5 km
Orange trail N 640 m
Blue trail N 740 m
Blue trail 1.8 km
Tjurapannan
Kyrketorp
Dalsborg
Nature reserve
border

Viewing
platform
Tranör

Sjöholmen

N

Hjärtsjön
Nabben

0

Wilderness with a large amount of pines.

Crane.
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12. Lunden
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When you travel through the Lunden nature reserve you end up
under a roof, formed by oak and linden crowns. The height by the
Ramkvila/Linden crossing offers a nice view towards lake Drevsjön,
and a sense that this is a place with a rich history. Here you can
glimpse old fields, the remains of cottages and farms, and old stone
mounds in the oak meadow lands.
Large pollarded trees tell tales of human activity far back in time.
You can read more about the cultural history of the place on many
of the signs in the reserve.
Welcome to a reserve with room for both nature and culture!
The giant oaks have room for
multitudes

The mighty Lunden oaks are the core of
the reserve. In summer the landscape is
kept open by grazing cows, to keep the
pastures from growing over. Many various
species are adapted to a life in these open
oak landscapes. An oak can be compared
to a giant skyscraper, inhabited from root
to foliage. The many living environments
of the oak has room for everyone. In the
hollows, birds, fungi, and bats can move
in. Lunden, in particular, has many rare
lichen and insects in and on the oaks. The
longhorn beetle can be spotted crawling
around on oak wood in early summer. The
fungi sit where they are and are easier to
spot. In Lunden you can, for example, see
the robustus conk on some of the trees.
Many species on the roadsides

If you walk along the roads in Lunden,
you might see many butterflies and bees.
Here we find the insects’ favourite food
in the form of field scabious, daisies, and
plants from the pea family. Butterflies that
are easy to spot are the noticeable f orester
moths. They are black butterflies with red
spots on the wings. They are quiet beings,
often found sitting on the field scabious
sucking nectar. These unusually slow-

Forester moth.

moving butterflies have a poison, that
keeps them fairly protected from being
eaten - the bright c olours send a clear signal
to the birds - they are not tasty! This makes
it easier to take photos of them.
Bird-morning in the tower

From the main parking of the reserve
a road leads trough the pastures to a
sturdy table for coffee breaks (“fika”)
in the so-called ”Vasstugan”. There is a
grill where you either can make coffee or
barbecue something , which you can eat
under a protective roof. From this place
there is a trail marked in blue, leading to
a neck of land in the lake where you can
climb up into a bird-watching tower and
41

Pommern
Brogården

Pyrtet
Mellangården

FACTS

backen

Krubbedammen

Bokeholm
Nederhägnen
Mellanhägnen

Stenkulla

lyckan
Drevåsen

Hultåsen
Filipsdal

Grännastämma
Ingelsborg

Kungshäll

Värnhem

Södragården

Luntahåla
Bångstorp

Kulltorp

Protected from: 2011.

Tagel

Area: 492 ha, whereof 422 ha land.

Lyckan

Characteristics: Grazing lands, forest,
streams, lake, mire.

Kolåsen

Solängen
Ryet
Köpmansholm

Pålaträdan

Municipality: Växjö.

Ekedal
Sjöatorp

Owner: The State/the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, and
private owners.Korpudden
Övrasjö

Lunden
nature reserve

Sjöborgen

In the binoculars: Osprey, grey heron,
white-tailed eagle, hobby, wild
ducks, butterflies!.

N

SWEREF99 TM

Tofta
Drevsjön

Brännag

Tällery

Kullö

Kristineholm

Djupemad
Granehult

Hallö

Hassle

Symbols

Nybygget
Katrinelund
Bialite

Ekenäset

Nabben

Information

Drev Svensgå

Rosenb
Arvidsgården

Kullö Granö

Björkholmen

Parking

Norragården
Marielund

Alm
Besegården

Långö

Berget

N 6326049
E 496816

Olovsgården
Drev old church
Osaskogen
Arvidsgården
forest

Varetorp

Pack: Binoculars, hiking boots, therÖvrasjö
mos, something to grill.

GPS
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Grönadal
Björkekull

Orange trail
4.2 km or 2 km Sjövik
Nature reserve border

Pigeboda

View tower

Cultural landscape under oak and linden.

The reserve offers various kinds of nature.

get a wide view of the lake. The trail is hard
to walk in parts, since there are a lot of
stones, but when you get up in the tower
you get a wide view of lake Drevsjön. In
the binoculars you can spot osprey, hobby,
white-tailed eagle, and different kinds of
wild duck.

ment than the oak meadow lands. Here
you find two plateau bogs with wilderness
characteristics. There are footbridge trails
around both bogs. You can choose the
longer trail, (4.2 km), or the short cut, (2
km). Along the trail you might spot wood
grouse and typical mire plants as wild rosemary, cloudberry, and drosera. By the lake
there is a table for coffee breaks where you
can stop, rest and look out over the lake.

A walk around the bog to the south

From Pigebodavägen road to the south you
will reach a completely different environ42

Renskärr

13. Osaby
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In Osaby, humans and animals collaborate for the nature’s sake.
Active ecological farming is going on in the fields, and the p
 astures
are kept open with the help from cows and sheep. In May the
reserve opens up a little bit more, when the cows are let out to graze
in the pastures under wild jumps.
Welcome to a reserve, with something for everyone, from when
the cows are let out to pasture, to Christmas time!
The trails will guide you

lake, where the forest is visibly marked by
the storms in the beginning of the 2000s.
By the lake there are two benches where
you can take a break, and at the same time
you might see a black-throated loon on the
water’s edge. The orange route is shorter,
just over 1.5 km. It follows the oak pastures
in the centre of the reserve.

From the parking in the reserve, close to
the seat farm, you have several trails to
choose. from The yellow route, “Hagmarksslingan” is about 4 km and will take
you through pastures with grazing animals
and the agricultural landscape of the
reserve. Along the trail you will see several
elements from the landscape’s cultural
history, such as clearance cairns, old field
allotments, and the remains of a cottage.
There are footbridges over parts of the
trail. To the west, there are two different
routes, a blue one, (”Sjöslingan”) and an
orange one, (”Hemängsslingan”). The
blue route is slightly over 2.5 km and runs
through the oak pasture lands towards the

A seat farm with a long history

Osaby säteri (seat farm) goes back to the
middle ages. The first time Osaby was
mentioned in writing was in the 15th
century. During later years the seat farm
is owned and managed by the Nature
Protection Agency.
The fritillary – the most beautiful flower
of early summer

In connection to the seat farm, there is a
meadow with graceful yellow and purple
flowers in early summer. The fritillary has
spread here and is thriving. The flowers
are bell-shaped and large. Originally the
fritillary is an introduced species, but now it
grows in the wild.
Fringe environments, rich in butterflies

In the oak pastures several kinds of shrub,
forming fringes with a rich bloom during
spring and early summer. The first to
bloom in white against the blue sky is the
blackthorn bush. It’s branches are thorny,
where birds gather in autumn and winter.
The fringe environment also works as
a sort of nursery for other trees. There,
they can grow, protected from grazing

Fritillary.
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Vederslöv
Skedagöl

Björkudden

FACTS

Vederslövs gamla
kyrka

Skeda

Gatugården
Protected from:
1994.

Haga

Area: 130 ha.

Skottorpet

Fridhem

Characteristics: Agri
cultural landscape,
pasture and hay meadow
land, broad-leaf and pine
forest, bird area, shore
zones.
Municipality: Växjö.
Owner: The Swedish
Nature Protection
Agency.

Lennartstorp

Raftaholme

Ostorpet

Barnsjön

Osaby
nature reserve

Vederslövssjön
Oxö

In the binoculars: Black-
throated loon, grey heron.
Pack: Light shoes,
binoculars, picnic basket.

GPS

Ekebacken

Osaby
Vetlanda

Slinkö
Lyckan
Galgaberg

Jungfruö

N

Kråkenabben

SWEREF99 TM

N 6291784
E 486112

Hedershem

Björkö
Alö

0

Spelhagen

Ekelund

Kalvudden

250

Varingshall

500
Metres

Stora Slättö

Symbols
Parking
Information

Orange trail, 1.5 km
Yellow trail, 4 km
Blue trail 2.5 km
Nature reserve border

animals, that rarely venture into the thorny
thickets. Several kinds of butterflies are
often s potted in the fringes, for example
the small tortoiseshell, one of the earliest
spring butterflies. In Osaby you might also
spot the rarer brown hairstreak, a butterfly
that needs access to fringe environments
with thickets to thrive. A good place to find
it is in the blackthorn thickets by lake Vedlövssjön. Among the other shrubs you’ll
find hawthorn, dogrose, and spindle.
Other/Good to know

In the reserve there are a project for
growing oaks. Two different fences have
been set up where the oak plants are kept
protected from grazing animals. In the
future, these oaks will succeed the thick,
old oaks in the reserve.

Ecological farming in Osaby.
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14. Toftaholm
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For a long time, the oak has been a symbol of wealth. It served
as a symbol of confidence for people who wanted to save their
money. In the times of Gustav I, felling of oaks was prohibited, due
to the valuable wood, which was to be saved for timber to the fleet.
When it comes to biological diversity, there is no richer tree than the
Swedish oak. Here, Toftaholm is an excellent example.
Welcome to discover the Toftaholm nature reserve – a particularly
rich oak landscape!

Trees – protected as natural
monuments

In the beginning of the 20th century,
the protection ”natural monument” was
introduced. Natural monuments are distinctive natural objects. It could be stones,
caves, boulder, and trees. Large, ancient
oaks were often protected as natural
monuments. In Toftaholm as well. Along
the old road, connecting Lagan and Ljungby, there are three oaks and one ash. All are
marked as natural monuments. This was in
the beginning of the 1960s. Today the trees
are part of the nature reserve and protected
in that way.
The hermit beetle – a recluse in the
oak’s hollows

The oak can be seen as an ecosystem,
with all the living environments it offers
to other species. From the basement to
the top floor, there are room for many
inhabitants. In the roots of the oak live
different insect larvae. In the bark crevices
of old, thick oaks lichen and fungi thrive.
Butterflies of different kinds enjoy the
greenery, and in the hollows of the tree,
fungi, owls, and insects can move in. The
branches are often covered with moss. One
of the more reclusive tenants is the hermit
beetle, living in the inner parts of the oak,
where it gives off an apricot-like scent.
The hermit beetle has, similar to most
other beetles, a long development peri-

Ox-tongue fungus.

od, i.e. it lives as a larva for several years,
and then change into pupa and cocoon, to
finally emerge as an adult. As a larvae, it
lives in large tree hollows, mainly in oaks,
where it munches freely on the wood. The
pellet-shaped droppings it leaves behind
can easily be tracked. For the hermit beetle
to prosper, there must be large amounts
of wood mould in the tree. Wood mould
consists of dry, powdered wood, gnawing
remains from other inhabitants in the tree,
and bird droppings. As a fully grown adult,
the h
 ermit beetle does not move far. It
stays close to its home and is rarely seen
more than 200 metres away. This behaviour
gave it it’s Latin name as well, Osmoderma
eremita. If you a really lucky, you might
spot this sweet-smelling recluse!
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Husholmen

Knattrö

FACTS

0

250

Bastön

500
Metres

Västra Skogen
Östra
Skogen
Munkamaden

Protected from: 1996.
Area: 32 ha.
Characteristics: Grazing
lands with old oaks.

Färjansö-Långö
nature reserve

N

Toftanäs

Lättkull

Osudden

Municipality: Ljungby.

Bränneriodlingen

Dagsholmen

Owner: The State/the
Swedish Nature Protection
Agency.

Ekenäs

R

Långö

Tärnö

Toftaholm

Stakabacken

Pack: Light shoes,
binoculars, magnifying
glass.

Uddenäs

SWEREF99 TM

Fållen

Iskällarehagen

In the binoculars: Tawny
owl.

GPS

Smedjetorp

Toratorp
Trollkullen

Kalvabolet
Tostesholmen

Nabben

Slättgärdsmossen

Stormaderna

Björkebacken

Vidöstern

N 6320691
E 440242

Smedaön

Toftaholm
nature reserve

Sölvshall

Råhultet
Toftaled

Södra
Strömäng

Kölneudde

Vidöstern

Symbols

Krigadal

Parking
Information

Skiten-

Orange trail, 2.2 km
Blue trail, 1.2 km
Nature reserve border

We are here as well

In addition to the hermit beetle, there are
other wood beetles in Toftaholm. One of
them is the rare variable Chafer. It lives in
fallen, dead oaks. Among the wood fungi
you might see the rare saffron polypore,
as well as ox-tongue fungi, and chickenof-the-woods. On the bark of the oaks
there are a variety of lichen, among them
soot lichen, spiral-spored guilded-head
pin lichen, and more rare species, such as
speckled lichen. In early spring, the hoot of
the tawny owl can be heard in the evenings.

Hermit beetle.

Walk along the trail and through time

In the central parts of the reserve there is
an orange-marked trail of about 2.2 km. It
takes you past mighty, giant trees formerly
protected as natural monuments. Along
the trail there are several culture traces, like
the old road between Lagan and Ljungby,
as well as pollarded trees and fossilised
agricultural land. In the southern parts of

the reserve there is a culture trail, marked
in blue, of about 1.2 km. It will take you
through landscapes, imprinted with culture
with cairns and pollarded trees. From the
trail you will get a view of the lake Vidöstern and its shore meadows.
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Norra
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15. Tikaskruv
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In the dark woods of south-eastern Kronoberg, a gap suddenly
opens. There we find the village of Tikaskruv, and the reserve of the
same name. The Tikaskruv farm is a singular farm with the villages
of Ulvaskog and Karlsmåla as its closest neighbours. In the spruce
plantations, that formerly dominated some parts of the reserve,
magnificent oaks have emerged. These reminds of times when the
landscape looked different. Welcome to take a look for yourself!
Rarity inside the oaks

Crowded in the former spruce plantations,
where some of the mightiest oaks of the
reserve. During later years, the oaks have
been given more space, as the spruce
plantations have been felled. They are thick,
hollow, and have parts with bare spots, and
decaying wood. These miniature environments are offering room for most beetle
species, as well as other insects, moss, fungi,
and lichen. One of the rarer is the noble
chafer, which has been found here. It has
bright green forewings, and if you are lucky,
you might see it fly during hot days in July.

The oak is a priority in Tikaskruv.

landscape, formerly dominated by oaks. In
the 19th century, the farmers disliked the
oaks growing in the meadows, since they
shadowed the grass and rendered smaller
hay harvests, but since they belonged to
the Crown, it was prohibited to cut them
down. In various underhanded ways, the
farmer did what they could to damage the
oaks. One way was to burn twigs b
 eside
the oak trunks. Many oaks have been
handled roughly during the years, and you
might see hints of these damages when
you walk around in the reserve. The oaks
in the reserve today, will outlive most of
us. In time, the grass growth will increase,
and more broad-leaf trees will grow in
the bright environments. Maybe the forest
area will be dominated by broad-leaf trees,
like the one that existed here a couple of
thousand years ago. The people we leave
behind will see.

Pasture land with a grove flora

In the pasture lands around the farm
the soil is rich. Under the hazel shrubs,
the toothwort sprouts in spring, when
the sun has thawed the ground. It is a
parasitic plant, lacking chlorophyll. It
lives in s ymbiosis with hazel and get
carbon nutrient from it. Other plants you
might find in the area during spring are
cowslip, spring pea, and golden-saxifrage.
Insummer, devil’s-bit scabious and
viper’s-grass blooms along the roadsides.
What will it look like here in 100 years?

During later years, extensive restorations
have been performed in the reserve. Dense
spruce plantations, planted around 1978,
have been cut down for the benefit of
thick, sun-loving oaks and their inhabit
ants. The oaks which were hidden in the
spruce plantations is the remains of a
50

FACTS
Protected from: 2010.
Area: 15.3 ha.
Characteristics: Pasture lands
with older oaks There are no
organised paths in the reserve,
but you are welcome to
wander freely in the pasture
lands and along the roads, as
long as you do not disturb the
animals or do damage to the
nature.

Tikaskruv
nature reserve

Municipality: Lessebo.

N

Owner: Sveaskog AB.
In the binoculars: Noble
chafer, (if you are lucky).
Pack: Flora, picnic basket.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM
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N 6296962
E 529356
Symbols
Information

Cowslip.

Nature reserve border

Open grazing lands in the reserve.
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16. Agnäs
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In Agnäs the light from lake Åsnen enfolds the beechwood and the
shores in a distinctive shimmer. In addition, the reserve haslarge
natural values to look at. Here are thick oaks, old beeches, the
landscape fungus of Småland, and not the least, a unique lichen
flora for the south of Sweden.
Welcome to explore the changing seasons in a true pearl of
nature, just beside the national park.

Coral tooth fungus– the landscape
fungus of Småland

Like creamy-white coral reefs in miniature,
the landscape fungus of Småland, coral
tooth fungus, emerges in the beechwood
in autumn. From one day to another it
suddenly emerges. It grows on beech, in
particular on dead, fallen trunks. Several
mushrooms can grow on one tree. They
can be everything from small, white balls,
to large, connected sheets. Close up, you
can see its “teeth”, forming the fungi.
An unusually rich lichen flora for the
south of Sweden

Coral tooth fungus.

There is a particular climate in the forests
around Åsnen. The moist air from the lake
offers environments where lichen, moss,
and fungi thrive. On old trees, like the
ones in Agnäs, the lichen prospers. Here
are some rarities, unique from a national
perspective, among them the d almatian
spot, a lichen forming small black
mushrooms on bark flakes from really old,
and thick oaks. Here you can find the pox
lichen, lungwort lichen and pink dot lichen,
all growing on beech. Don’t forget the
magnifying glass if you go out.

Comma lichen – arthonia arthonioides.

Thick oaks in the beechwoods

Agnäs is renowned for its beechwoods, but
in between the beech, other spectacular
trees are hiding. Thick oaks, several
hundred years old, are habitats for stock
doves, tawny owls, lichen, insects, fungi,

and bats. One of the giant oaks, along the
road around the reserve is so old that it has
fallen to the ground. In its wood mould,
life can go on for many years yet, where
beetles and larvae find room.
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Mossholmen

Kurran

FACTS

Ulv

Strandhem

Värö

Protected from: 1996.

Bokelund

Kolboda

Area: 264.4 ha.

Brittelund

Characteristics: Broad-leaf
Haga
forest.
Backen

Agnäs
nature reserve

Fridhem
Municipality: Alvesta.
Furulund
Owner:
The State/the
Swedish
Nature Protection
Rönnelund
Agency.

In the binoculars: White-
tailed eagle, black- Tvetaryd
throated loon, osprey,
common tern.

Agnäs
Björknäsudden

N
Byggningsholmen

Pack: Binoculars, magnifying glass, camera.

GPS
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Parking
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Discover the lake birdlife from the
shore

There are trails in Agnäs, following the
water’s edge. Here and there flat rocks and
stones can be found, where you can sit
down with your binoculars. You might see
one of the characteristic birds of Åsnen:
the white-tailed eagle, the black-throated
loon, or the osprey. Or maybe the otter,
that sometimes rests on the rock west of
Agnäs udde! Other species to be spotted
by the lake are the common tern, and the
smew. In the forest you can see and hear
the flycatcher, stock dove, tawny owl, and
the hawfinch.

Common tern.
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Blue trail 2.9 km
Nature reserve border

17. Hackekvarn
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In Hackekvarn the nature is as varied as the colour palette on an
easel. The colours shift from blue to the lightest green, and apple-
blossom pink! Welcome to a nature reserve where you find the blue
waters of the inland lake, the bright greenery of the broad-leaf forest,
as well as one of the unique meadow fruit orchards in the county.
The broad-leaf forest spreading along Mörrumsån’s waters is the core of the reserve.
Here grows a mixture of linden, beech, ash,
and elm, forming a light spring-green roof
in spring and early summer. It is very rich
in species. On the trees grow lungwort and
other lichen, as well as pendulous wingmoss, and silky wall feather-moss. Two trails
take you through the beechwoods in the
western parts of the reserve. Another trail,
marked in yellow, leads down to the water by
the old, overgrown farm environment Östra
Elmehult, where the cottage foundations
look out behind fallen ash trees.
The fruit orchard meadow

By the shores of Åsnen there is one of the
fruit orchard meadows in the county, that
still is in use. The planting of apple trees on
meadow land is typical for southern Krono-
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berg, in the parts of Tingsryd Municipality,
where Hackekvarn is situated. The apple
trees are pruned in autumn to give as much
fruit as possible. The land they grow on is
used as a meadow, which entails that it is
raked in spring and mowed with scythe or
mower in summer. To spend time in the Åsnen area’s apple-rich environments in spring
and early summer is a delight to the eye.
Pasture lands with fringe environments

In the centre of the reserve you can
get acquainted with the typical pasture
lands of Småland. The cattle take care
of the landscape in spring and summer.
Shrubs like blackthorn, hawthorn, and
dogrose form fringes where butterflies
and other insects prosper. The chalky-
white blackthorn blossoms in early spring
entice various newly awake nectar-hungry

FACTS
Protected from: 2012/2016.

Ekefors
nature reserve

Area: 210 ha.
Characteristics: Beech forest.
Municipality: Tingsryd.
Owner: The Swedish Nature
Protection Agency.
In the binoculars: White-tailed
eagle, grey heron, diving ducks.

N
Hackekvarn
nature reserve

Pack: Water binoculars, net,
camera, picnic blanket.

Symbols
Parking

0

Information

Teeming with life under the surface

Lesser known, and where you might not

500
Metres

GPS

Orange trail 1.7 km
Yellow trail 1.3 km
Blue trail 300 m
Nature reserve border

 utterflies, for example, the small and large
b
tortoiseshell, and the brimstone. In late
spring, the cowslip shows up, and when
summer c omes you find the moorland
spotted orchid on the grazing lands.

250

SWEREF99 TM

N 6265259
E 484230

look is the many species under the w
 ater
surface! With waterproof binoculars
you might get to know the mussels,
mayflies, d iving beetles, and other aquatic
inhabitants! In Hackekvarn lives the rare
and protected freshwater pearl mussel. It
needs streaming water with gravel beds,
which Mörrumsån can offer.
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18. Brotorpabäck
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In spring, the beechwoods in Brotorpabäck spreads out over the
cover of liverwort and wood anemone on the ground. Water seeps
up from marshes and springs and create environments where many
kinds of fern, moss, and vascular plants thrive. In the dead wood
there is a multitude of insects and fungi. Welcome to a reserve where
the air is rich in oxygen and the forests are full of life.

Alder marshes and riparian forests

In the southern parts of the reserve is the
Martakärret marsh situated. Here alder
grows on large plateaus over water-filled
springs. In the springs there are worlds of
moss to discover if you’ve got a magnifying glass. In the mineral-rich water many
rare, and fastidious moss species prosper.
One of those is the woolywort, a rather
anonymous moss. In the riparian forests
there are ostrich fern, lady-fern, and other
ferns that might bring more ancient forests
to mind. The even humidity in these
environments is a paradise for a plenitude
of species. And the air is certainly nice to
breathe, even for people, isn’t it?
The beechwoods

Some really old trees grow in the
beechwoods in Brotorpabäck. There,
species like lungwort and other lichen and
moss prosper and deck the tree trunks
in green. The small feathery neckera
moss runs out from the trunk in a rather
”curious” manner. It only grows in places
where there has been forests for a long
time, with high humidity, and old trees.
Just like in Brotorpabäck. In the multiple
formats of the forests, the birdlife thrives
as well. Here you might find, for example,
red-breasted flycatcher, honey buzzard,
hawfinch, and lesser spotted woodpecker.

in large, flat sheets, forming a soft carpet
under the trees’ protection. The moss is
light green and can shift in brown tones.
It may be hard to spot, but when you have
seen it, it remains in memory.
Golden-saxifrage

Before the vegetation of the forest shifts in
green, the golden saxifrage begins to bloom
in green and yellow nuances. The golden
saxifrage grows on wet lands, in riparian
forests with alder. and marshes. “Where the
golden saxifrage grows there will be water”,
wrote August Strindberg, and in olden
times many looked for places where the
golden saxifrage grew to find the best place
to dig a well. Here in Brotorpabäck you
might find several of those places.

Woolywort

In the overflowing marshes you might, after
looking for a while, spot the small moss
rarity, woolywort. It spreads on the ground

Liverwort.
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Björkefållen

FACTS
Protected from: 2010.
Area: 51.4 ha.

Brotorpabäck
nature reserve

Characteristics: Broad-leaf
forest, riparian forest.

Brotorpet

Municipality: Alvesta.
In the binoculars: Red-
breasted flycatcher,
hawfinch, lesser spotted
woodpecker.

Fröjden
Byramyren

Pack: Good shoes, (maybe
wellies), magnifying glass,
picnic basket.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6320393
E 460567

Symbols
Information
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Orange trail 2.6 km
Blue trail 200 m
Nature reserve border

Martakärret marsh.

Greater whipwort.
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Martakärret

19–25. The reserves around lake Möckeln
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19. Taxås
One of the best viewing spots in the county is in the nature reserve
Taxås, on the top of Taxås klint! In addition to the view, the reserve
has water environments, open grazing lands, and pollarded trees.
At one of the sturdy tables you can sit down for a coffee break. At
the peak you get a wide view over the treetops and lake Möckeln.
Welcome to the reserve where you can play with the feeling of
being a bird for a day!
At the entrance there is a parking lot with
tables for coffee breaks. From there, a trail
marked in blue (all in all 2 km), take you
to the viewing spot. The trail is lined with
broad-leaf trees and raspberry thickets.
If you want to explore the grazing pasture
lands you have to farther to the south.
Some parts of Taxås are rich in fungi, with
several rare species for Kronoberg County,
among those are club-mushroom, and
resinous polypore. There is a trail as well,
(marked in orange), about 2 km long. There
you will find tables for coffee breaks as
well, if you want to sit down for a while.

FACTS
Meadow land with pollarded trees.

Protected from: 1994.
Area: 117 ha.
Characteristics: Broad-leaf forest,
grazing lands.
Municipality: Älmhult.
Owner: Private owners.
In the binoculars: Osprey,
lesser spotted woodpecker, red-
breasted flycatcher.
Pack: Binoculars, camera, water
bottle.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6276467
E 449061
Grazed pasture lands in the south.
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20. Kronan
In the Kronan nature reserve, the greenery feels greener than
anywhere else. Tall oaks, hornbeam, elm, and maple form a green
oasis on the ridge of one of the land-tongues into lake Möckeln. In
spring the ground is covered by wood anemone, spring pea, and
liverwort. Up on the tree trunks moss and lichen climb, for example
the lush lungwort lichen, shining healthily on rainy days.
Can you feel the rainforest in Småland? Welcome to form your
own opinion!

The secret behind the lush vegetation is to
be found in the ground, that consists of
greenstone. Greenstone is a collective name
for mafic rock. They are leaking minerals
into the ground, which lays the ground for
a rich flora.
At the entrance to the reserve, a trail leads
out into the greenery on the ridge. From
there you can explore the grove flora, and
in autumn You can enjoy the colourful
splendour of an unusually rich fungal flora!

FACTS
Protected from: 1985.
Area: 9 ha.
Characteristics: Broad-
leaf forest, greenstone hill.
Municipality: Älmhult.
Owner: Private owners.

Lush vegetation on greenstone lands .

In the binoculars:
Hawfinch, red-breasted
flycatcher.
Pack: Flora, binoculars.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6274042
E 448026
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21. Möckelsnäs
The Möckelsnäs nature reserve consists of the broad-leaf forest, at
the farthest tip of the land-tongue, beside the Kronan nature reserve.
At the southern tip there are open oak pastures. Today there are
no trails in the area, but you are welcome to make your own way
through this lush reserve. Mind not to disturb the grazing animals.
In the reserve, measures have been taken to
age the oaks, where you make them older
than they are. This is called v eteranisation,
and entails ringbarking, breaking off
branches, and creating hollows in the trees
with saw and axe. The structures forming
in the processes are beneficial for wood-
living insects and fungi.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

FACTS
Protected from: 2014.
Area: 13.2 ha.
Characteristics: Broad-
leaf forest, alluvial forest.
Municipality: Älmhult.
Owner: Private owners.
In the binoculars:
Black-throated loon,
white-tailed eagle.

N 6274042
E 448026

Pack: Picnic basket.

Broad-leaf forest in Möckelsnäs.
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22. Ramsåshuvud
In spring, you might want to see the slopes where the liverwort
bloom. Ramsåshuvud is a sure bet. You will want to go there in late
March − the beginning of April, when the blue bloom is at its peak.
Framed by pollarded linden and lush forests, the blue carpet invites
you in to enjoy the flowery splendour of the reserve!
On Blåsippskullen, the bloom is at its
peak

Blåsippskullen (liverwort hill) is at the
centre of the reserve. Around it runs
different trails, and the blue trails follows
the liverwort streaks. It is around 500 m. A
somewhat longer trail, (marked in orange),
takes you to the lake, and follow the shore.
The yellow trail runs over the steep slopes
of the reserve, where you can get a closer
look at all the broad-leaf trees in the reserv.
From the blue trail you can find a place to
swim and have a dip in the lake Möckeln.
The swimming place is a popular outing
spot in summer. If you don’t want to
immerse yourself in the cool waters of
Möckeln, you can put your thermos on the
table and take a coffee break.

FACTS

A divided agricultural landscape

In Ramsåshuvud the land has been used by
humans for a long time. On the old fields
and remains of meadows, now broad-leaf
forests with large trees, formerly p
 ollarded
are spreading out. Traces of terrace
cultivation are visible as small, separate hills
in the open areas.
An Eldorado for bats

The many and varied biotopes in Ramsåshuvud offer a rich feeding table for bats.
The variations emerging in the meetings
between closed broad-leaf forest, f ringes,
and open glades create a plenitude of
micro-climates, beneficial for many insects.
Where there are plenty of insects, there are
bats as well. The large, hollow, formerly
pollarded trees works as habitats for the
bats. Among the bat species you can find in
Ramsåshuvud are northern bat, pond bat,
and soprano pipistrelle.

Protected from: 2007.
Area: 266 ha.
Characteristics: Broad-leaf forest, agricultural
landscape, islands, water.
Municipality: Ljungby.
Owner: Private and the State/the Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency.
In the binoculars: Bats (at dusk), stock dove,
osprey, black-throated loon.
Pack: swimsuit, binoculars, thermos.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6284384
E 451796

Soprano pipistrelle.
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The reserves around lake Möckeln
Vedåsa

Hallen

Bygget

Sorgenfri
Holkhult
Norra Kinnen

Sjötorpet

Marsholm

Ramsåshuvud
nature reserve
Hagalund

Bölsnäs

Kateboda

Höö
nature reserve

Flinteberg

Svens
Regnhult

Liatorp

Stenstugan

Östra Tångarne
nature reserve

Kärrnäs

Stens

Värpeshult
Fridhem

öcklehult
Kalvsnäs

Solbacken

Boastad

Hagalund

Djäknabygd

Kronan
nature reserve
Ön

Diö

Stubbinge

Fridhem

esköp

Pers

Virkenhult

Fållen

Taxås
nature reserve

S

Möckelsnäs
nature reserve
Fridhem

Järpanäs

Linneaus’ Råshult,
cultural reserve
Sutareboda
Såganäs
Lilla
Sjövik
Lilla Bisterhult
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Bergsgård

23. Östra Tångarne
Östra Tångarne has a little bit of everything you can experience on
a hike in the vicinity of lake Möckeln. Lush mixed coniferous and
broad-leaf forests, dead wood, birdsong, grazing cows, views over
the lake Möckeln, and cultural memorials in the form of well-built
stonewalls. If you are interested in botany, you might spot the bluest
flower in the county, the marsh gentian.
Trails in lush broad-leaf and coniferous
forests

From the parking lot to the east, an
orange-marked trail leads goes through
the reserve. You can choose between two
routes, one slightly longer (just over 2 km),
while the other is a bit shorter. The trail
brings you to broad-leaf forests, where
all kinds of trees seems to want to grow
together. Here are thick aspen, linden,
maple, and oak, as well as spruce. Several
of the trees are old, many of them are
fallen, covered by layers of verdant moss.

Hide-and-seek among the birches.

Habitat for bracket fungi

On some fallen spruces you might find
a bright orange fungus in autumn. It is
the shining bracket fungus (pycnoporellus f ulgens), a species that prefer to grow

FACTS

Tinder conk fungus.

Protected from: 2015.
Area: 216.2 ha where 98.7 ha are land and
117.5 ha are water.
Characteristics: Broad-leaf forest, broad-leaf
alluvial forest, hay meadow, and grazing land.
Municipality: Älmhult.
Owner: The State/the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency, and private owners.
In the binoculars: Lesser spotted woodpecker,
great spotted woodpecker, green wood
pecker, black woodpecker.
Pack: Binoculars, comfortable shoes.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 6277817
E 450608

on fallen, dead wood. On high stumps
of birch, you can see the typical tinder
conk, it is a grey bracket fungus with a
vaulted “cap”, shaped like a horseshoe. On
several of the spruce other bracket fungi
grow, for example the red belt conk, easily
recognisable by its orange edge. Young
specimens have sticky droplets on the
underside. In Östra Tångarne you have a
true o
 pportunity to get acquainted with a
broad-leaf forest in its natural dynamic.
Maybe one birch or another will invite you
to play hide-and-seek among the greenery.
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24. Höö
In Höö, with its beautiful scenery, the roadsides are buzzing and
fluttering In the height of summer. The meadow flora spreads out
along the gravel road and invites a multitude of butterflies and bees
to a nectar banquet. Lady’s bedstraw, ox-eye daisy, and greater
knapweed make colourful spots. Do you want to take a coffee
break as well? Sit down at one of the tables or pack your basket and
take off along the walking trails of the reserve.
Reserve with a rich nature

Taking the road between the islands Kråkö
and Höö is a powerful nature experience.
On the bridge you get close to the water,
were you may spot a hunting white-tailed
eagle. When you arrive at the reserve, there
are several trails to choose between. In the
northern part of the reserve, there is a blue
and partly yellow trail to walk, It will take
you through hilly terrain with a view over
grazing lands and hay meadows. Sheep and
cows graze here. In the pastures there are
large, mighty trees.

Meadow brown on greater knapweed.

there is a trail marked in blue, which takes
you through the pastures and past hay
meadows. Here, you have the o
 pportunity
to get acquainted with the flora of
the r oadside! Lady’s bedstraw, greater
knapweed, field scabious, harebell, and
ox-eye daisy make a colourful palette on
nice summer days. In these flower beds
the butterflies prosper. You can spot grass
butterflies of different kinds, like the more
colourful forester moths, and the green
forester, with its metallic shine.

If you have a magnifying glass you can
take a look at the elm gyalecta lichen,
and several other species, growing on the
tree trunks. Farther south in the reserve

FACTS
Protected from: 1969.
Area: 366 ha, whereof land area 107 ha.
Characteristics: Arable land, meadows,
pastures, broad-leaf forest.

Bats and meadow mushrooms

Municipality: Älmhult.

The rich tree environments in the r eserve,
in combination with the closeness to
water, make room for many bats. On Höö
there are more than ten species of bat,
which is unusual. In company of the rich
meadow flora, the mushrooms are thriving
as well. Höö is an Eldorado for meadow
mushrooms, with more than 20 different
species of meadow waxcap.

Owner: Private owners.
In the binoculars: White-tailed eagle,
forester moth, large scabious mining-bee.
Pack: Picnic basket, binoculars, magnifying
glass, picnic blanket.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

N 629750
E 449864
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25. Linneaus’ Råshult, cultural reserve
In the cultural reserve Linneaus’ Råshult you can get acquainted with
everything in Småland that the “Flower king” was so enticed by.
Flowers in many colours and expressions. You might meet Linneaus
himself as well! In summer there are daily guided tours where you get
to hear about his work in the fascinating world of flowers.
If you chose to walk around in the reserve
by yourself, there is a trail marked in
orange, taking you from the main entrance
to the reserve. You start from an environment with a garden, created with the 18th
century gardens as a template, with hop
poles and medical plants in the cultivation
beds. The trail will take you through hay
meadows where you might see orchids
and other meadow plants. The moorland
spotted orchid, greater butterfly orchid,
mountain arnica, rough hawkbit, milkwort,
field scabious, devil’s-bit scabious, and
many others will accompany you on this
flowery trail. You will see cairns, remains

of fields, and pollarded trees, everything
signifies that people have worked in the
area for a long time. If you want to take
a detour to the Stenbrohult reserve in the
vicinity, you can take off from the orange
trail and take the yellow trail.
Maybe you finish the walk in the reserve
café where you can choose from a seasonal
menu, with everything the garden can offer,
all summer.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Hay meadow in Råshult.
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N 6275387
E 450987

26. Våraskruv

70

The nature reserve Våraskruv holds a Småland in miniature! Here
you are met by flowering meadows, clearance cairns, and large,
gnarled oaks, as well as the whisper from the coniferous forest, and
the glint in the lake of the reserve. Along the gravel road there is an
old cottage with the typical red facade and white corners. Våraskruv also has the county’s largest occurrence of the elder-flowered
orchid. Welcome to explore in the idyllic, beautiful Småland!
Characteristic orchid

In the beginning of summer, before all
the flowers in the meadow bloom, the
elder-flowered orchid starts to bloom. The
orchid is rather low and has either purple-
red or light-yellow flowers. As all other
orchid, it is protected. To see it in bloom is
a true nature experience.
Lands with a long hay-making history

Våraskruv has wide-spread meadow lands.
The lands are mentioned as far back as
during the times of Gustav I, in the so-
called manorial roll. The meadows on firm
ground, as well as the wetlands around the
lake were harvested to make winter feed
for the farm animals. In time the farm was
leased to different user. The last leaseholder
worked the farm until the 1940s, when he
finally abandoned the farm. The land has
been protected since the 1970s, first as a
natural monument and later as a nature
reserve. The tradition is resumed and today
the hay meadows in Våraskruv are some of
the largest in the county.

might get the chance to see it and several
other plants, prospering after fires in the
future.
Flowers, mushrooms, and insects
prosper in the meadow

The long tradition of hay-making in
Våraskruv has led to a rich flora in
the meadows. Here bloom, around
midsummer, far more than seven kinds
of flowers. Among many others, the
moorland spotted orchid, mountain arnica,
devil’s-bit scabious, and meadow saxifrage.
and mountain everlasting. In the beginning

Natural values after the fire

In summer 2015, the coniferous forest in
Våraskruv was burned. It has a ffected the
appearance of the forest and left specific
prerequisites for the plant and animal life.
Many species are depending on regular
forest fires. One of them is the fire
cranesbill, a plant with purple flowers, fully
adapted to forest fire. In the reserve we

Elder-flowered orchid.
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Forsasjön
Varstorp

FACTS
Protected from: 1959, revised decision
and maintenance plan in 2010.

Forsa

Area: 78 ha.
Characteristics: Agricultural land
scape, natural grazing land, meadow.
Municipality: Uppvidinge.

Våraskruv
nature reserve

Owner: The Swedish Nature Protection
Agency.

Våraskruvsjön

In the binoculars: Wood grouse,
butterflies.
Pack: Picnic basket.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM
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Orange trail 2.9 km
Blue trail 740 m
Red trail 530 m
Nature reserve border

The pine forest was burned in 2015.

Black-veined white.

of summer, the lousewort blooms in the
moister parts. The butterflies thrive in the
sea of nectar, offered by the flowers. When
the flowery splendour declines in autumn,

other colourful organisms show up, the
meadow mushrooms. You can find species
like meadow waxcap, scarlet waxcap, and
splendid waxcap here.
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27. Libbhults ängar
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In hilly landscapes, with broad-leaf forest environments, sits the
nature reserve Libbhults ängar. Here, the giant oaks spread out in
the pasture lands, and the bloom, lasting from spring to late summer
is a feast for the eye. Globeflower, lousewort, and the moorland
spotted orchid are the characteristic plants of the reserve. Here you
can hike on marked trails or just sit down at one of the tables and
get e
 mbraced by the greenery. One alternative is to take the longer
“Wilderness route” and take the opportunity to visit the reserve in
that way.
Golden ball, gowan, globeflower −
a flower known by many names

you can see that the branches point directly
upwards. It shows the traces of former
pruning. Leaves from linden was a bulky
addition to the winter feed of the animals,
and formerly a widespread way to take care
of the trees. Pollarded trees often become
very old, since their volume is diminished,
and they manage hard winds better. In their
hollows, tawny owls and other birds, as well
as bats and insects move in.

One of the landmarks of the reserve is the
beautiful globeflower. It is a ranunculi plant
with yellow, butter-coloured flowers, round
like globes. It likes “rich” environments
with lots of minerals in the water. Except
on wet meadows, like the one in Libbhults ängar, this plant mostly grows in the
northern mountains of Sweden. In early
summer you can see the yellow flowers in
the northern meadow of the reserve.

A growing heath moor

One of the best locales for meadow
mushrooms in the county

In Libbhults ängar you find one of the best
growing spots for meadow mushrooms.
When the harvest is over, and the hay is
taken in, the colourful mushrooms sprout
on the ground. There you can find every
thing from yellow mushrooms to bright
purple and red beauties, such as purple
waxcap, splendid waxcap, and scarlet
waxcap. The meadow mushrooms, just like
the meadow plants, depend on the grass
being mowed and taken away, leading to a
meagering of the land.

Some parts of Libbhults ängar have
moor-like sections. The dry grassland
flora is more spread here, with species like
devil’s-bit scabious, mountain everlasting,
matgrass, and harebell. Through controlled
nature maintenance fires this kind of
nature is kept alive today.

Thick, pollarded trees in the meadow
landscape

In Libbhults ängar there are many thick
and old trees. Some of them are pollarded
as well. If you look up at one of the linden,
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The globeflowers thrive in Libbhults ängar.

Fagerhult
Oxhagen

FACTS
Protected from:
1971 extended in
2005.

Lillängen

Area: 73.5 ha.
Characteristics: Hay
meadow, natural
grazing land, agricultural landscape.

N
Libbhult

Municipality:
Uppvidinge.

Libbhults ängar
nature reserve

Owner: The State/
The Swedish
Environmental
Protection Agency.
In the binoculars:
Starling, green
woodpecker,
whinchat.

Linnamossen

Storängen

Nygården

Speltorpet
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Pack: picnic basket.
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Lousewort.

Scarlet waxcap.
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Yellow trail 2.6 km
Red trail 1.7 km
Nature reserve border

28. Lövsjö ängar
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Like an oasis in the pine forest, framed by gravel roads and pine
moors, the nature reserve Lövsjö ängar is hidden. Here the land
opens up, thick oaks strive towards the sky, and hay meadows bloom
fully in summer. The meadow barn reminds us of our history and the
people working the land here, before us. In the meadows toward the
forest and the mire, the cows graze, just like in former days. Welcome
to a reserve where our ancestors made their mark on the landscape.
The hay meadow is a bees’ paradise

One of the plants you may find here is
the field scabious, a plant with light pink
flowers. It is liked by several different insects, both by butterflies and bees. One of
those bees, the large scabious mining-bee,
is only feeding from field scabious. There
it gathers pollen and fills its leg “trousers”
with pink “sacks”. If you look for these
bees in the meadow, you might very well
spot one of them! A rarer bee is one who
parasites on the large scabious mining-bee.
The armed nomad bee lays its eggs, like a
cuckoo, in the nest of the large scabious
mining bee. So, to live, the armed nomad
bee, needs both the field scabious and the
large scabious mining-bee! Fascinating, isn’t
it? Start by looking at a field scabious and
see what shows up!

Trees with history

In Lövsjö ängar some really thick oaks
grow. Some are hollow, others are dead.
Did you know that an oak can be up to
one thousand years old? It is dizzying to
imagine that when an oak is middle-aged
it is around 500 years old. The oaks in
Lövsjö ängar are probably 300-400 years,
that is, they are still young. On old trees a
miniature flora is thriving. On the rough
bark lichen, moss, and fungi grow. A typical
species is the soot lichen, that you can spot
if you come close to one of the great oaks.
It has black mushrooms, that will colour
your fingers like soot if you touch them.

Walking through the flower meadow

The meadow trail takes you through oak
meadows and the flower-rich environments of the meadow. Here you find, for
example, the typical yellow rough hawkbit,
the devil’s-bit scabious with its purple
flowers, ox-eye daisy, harebell, milkwort,
rock-rose, and greater knapweed. Here and
there the greater butterfly orchid spreads
out. Towards the marsh to the west lots of
moorland spotted orchids grow, and some
years you will find the more tender marsh
fragrant-orchid here. Though, remember
to keep to the trail so you don’t damage the
flora!

Marsh fragrant-orchid.
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Lövsjö

FACTS

Kronogården

Protected from: 1996.
Area: 18 ha.
Characteristics: Meadow,
natural grazing land, agricultural
landscape.

Storegården

Lövsjö ängar
nature reserve

Municipality: Lessebo.
Owner: The State/Sveaskog.
In the binoculars: Large scabious
mining-bees, grass butterflies,
bumblebees.
Pack: Picnic blanket, picnic
basket.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM
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Blue trail 1 km

Tiafly
nature reserve

Nature reserve border

Field scabious.
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29. Målaskogsberg
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Målaskogsberg has one of the hay meadows with the most s pecies
in the county. On the greenstone slopes, where the reserve is
situated, a lush broad-leaf forest awaits, as well as ravines with many
herbs. Welcome to a true pearl of nature on the outskirts of Ryssby!
The flowers in the dry meadow

In connection to the parking lot, you’ll find
the hay meadow of the reserve. For this
day and age, it is a rather large meadow
with many flowers. Many species are typical
for a dry meadow, i.e. meadows on dry and
meagre land with sand contribution. Here
grows, for example, mountain everlasting,
rock-rose, field scabious, and ox-eye daisy.
In the height of summer, many different
species of grass butterfly flit around in the
reserve.
The greenstone brings lush vegetation

 road-leaf Forest the hornbeam grows,
b
at the border of its distribution area, in
common with linden, elm, maple, and ash.
Former arable lands in the forest

The larger part of the present broad-leaf
areas and marshes were grazing lands or
harvested for hay in the 19th century.
In those days there was special form
of agriculture here, since some of the
cultivated things were hops and tobacco.
Lush foliage for the county’s cutest
mouse

The hazel is prosperous in Målarskogsberg.
In its thick foliage, the hazel dormouse
builds its nest in summer. If you find
a small “ball” of grass and leaves on a
hazel branch, it may be the nest of a hazel
dormouse. If you are lucky enough to see a
hazel dormouse, you won’t forget it! All will
be charmed by its reddish-brown fur and
long tail.

Through the reserve runs a streak of
greenstone, a type of rock, rich in minerals.
It’s the basis for the rich flora. In the
broad-leaf forests in the northern parts
of the reserve, a blue trail runs, where
you can take a look at this. In spring and
early s ummer, the bloom is plentiful, with
liverwort, spring pea, golden saxifrage,
toothwort, and Solomon’s seal. In the

Hazel dormouse nest.

Mountain everlasting.
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FACTS

Liljedal

Åbo

Protected from: 1975.
Area: 38.6 ha.
Characteristics:
Greenstone hill, hay
meadow, broad-leaf
forest.
Municipality: Ljungby.

Målaskogsgöl
Målarskogsberget

Berglunda

Sjöbo

Ekeberg

Målaskogsberg
nature reserve

Owner: Private owner,
the State/the Swedish
Environmental
Protection Agency.

Kronehagen

In the binoculars:
Hawfinch, nutcracker,
wood warbler, owls,
and woodpeckers.

Hollborna
Gåsabacken

Pack: Binoculars,
good shoes for hiking.
Polhem
Västratorp
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Lush broad-leaf forest in the northern parts of the reserve.
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Yellow trail 200 m
Blue/orange trail 1,9 km
Nature reserve border

30. Sjösås äng
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When you hike through Sjösås äng you will meet fair meadow flowers
as well as magnificent trees. Here are the hay meadow’s typical plants,
such as mountain arnica, rough hawkbit, and a plenitude of harebells.
Thick oaks with room for fungi, lichen, and humans (!) are there for a
closer look. Welcome to a pearl of nature in the middle of Braås!

Trees with memories from the days of
Gustav I

The reserve is situated just by the Söraby
church. The land has been owned by the
church, which you might guess when you
see all the giant oaks in the reserve. In the
16th century, felling oaks were prohibited
under a decree from King Gustav I. The
oaks were to be saved on behalf of the
fleet. The oaks put the meadow grounds
in shadow and were disliked among the
farmers, who did what they could to at
least damage the trees. The prohibition to
fell oaks on peasant land was not dissolved
until the 19th century. On the lands of the
church and the manors the prohibition
was dissolved later, and the oaks we see on
these lands are memorials from those days.
One of the largest oaks in Sjösås äng has
a large hollow that you can look in to. It is
slightly amazing that it has been there since
the 16th century...

flowers in Sjösås meadow! As early as in
April the first emerge under the leave cover,
when the liverwort bring forth spring.
They are followed by wood anemone and
cowslip. In summer ox-eye daisies, harebells, quaking grass, devil’s-bit scabious and
several others sway in the meadow. Keep
to the trails when you walk in the reserve,
not to unnecessarily damage the flora. If
you bring a dog, remember to keep it on
a leash. Grazing cows may see a dog as a
potential threat and be worried.

Pollarded trees in the Hornaryd garden

Pollarded trees in Hornaryd garden.

The so-called “Hornaryd garden” is a large
meadow in the middle of the reserve. In
the reserve there are about 100 regularly
pollarded trees. The pollarded trees are
mostly linden in the hay meadow and the
cairns. The tradition of pollarding emerged
from a need of creating winter feed for
the animals. When you removed branches
from the trees, the shadowing was reduced,
which gave more hay.
How many flowers can you find in the
meadow?

Surely there are more than seven kinds of

There are many old oaks in the reserve.
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FACTS
Protected from: 1971.
Area: 19 ha.
Characteristics: Hay
meadows.

N

Municipality: Växjö.
Owner: Private owners.
In the binoculars: Tawny
owl.
Pack: Light shoes, picnic
blanket, flora.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Sjösås äng
nature reserve
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Orange trail 2.5 km
Nature reserve border

Multitudes of harebells.
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31. Notteryd
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Would you like a healthy hike in the woods, along marked trails,
biking on paths with steep slopes or just pick some blueberries at
the forest’s edge? Maybe you would like to camp out by one of the
fireplaces by lake Toftasjön, or test the water temperature from the
rocky shore? In one of the closest nature reserves to Växjö there is
something for everyone!
A reserve for active outdoor life

out for the precipice down towards lake
Stensjön.

In the Notteryd nature reserve you have
every opportunity to practise active outdoor life. You might for example chose
to hike the trail ”all around Notteryd”,
a blue-marked trail, taking you through
all the environments in the reserve. It is
around 7.5 km and will take a while to hike
in a walking pace, but there are many fine
places to rest for a coffee break along the
way. The trail is suitable if you want to go
faster, by running or biking. Remember to
consider people who walk - the trail is not
specified for mountain bikes, which entails
that people walking take p
 recedence. From
the main trail around Notteryd there are
several shorter, yellow trails. They lead
to specific viewing spots, for example
“Tungan” a neck of land to the north. If
you follow the gravel road north, from the
main parking lot, you can choose to take a
shorter stretch to the Gripenberg hillfort.

Crofter cottages with meadow flowers

In the reserve there are remains of two
crofter cottages. By the cottage “Klint” is
a fine meadow flora with greater butterfly
orchid, milkwort, and viper’s-grass, among
others. From the cottage a small path leads
down to the lake, where there is a fireplace.
Tussuden, to the south-east has a fine
meadow flora as well.
Natural forest with rare mosses

In the forests of Notteryd there are an un
usual amount of dead wood. Fallen spruce
are slowly decaying and become important

A hillfort on the hillock

After a hike through slightly hilly terrain
and steep slopes, a beautiful view awaits
in a place with an interesting cultural
history. Situated high up in the landscape
the memory of the only hillfort in the
county, Gripenberg, lives on. In later years
archaeological studies have been performed
in the area and have reached the c onclusion
that the area might have been used as a
fenced burial or cult site. The stones are
fun for climbing. Several of the trees have
spread their roots over the boulders. The
oaks are covered with lichen. Just look
86

Six-spot burnet.

Jönsalyckan
Klintarna

FACTS

Gölen

Sporryd
Långarör

Protected from: 2009.

Sandvik

Toftasjön

Helgasjön

Klint

Area: 289 ha,
where105 ha is water.
Characteristics: Mixed
coniferous forest,
meadow lands, and
lake.

Tungan

Vik

Brusö
Brusö klack
Sicilien
Sandholm

Vikahult

Näset

Storö

Stora Sandsbro
Stensjön

Koö

Municipality: Växjö.
Alvik

Owner: The State.
In the binoculars:
Willow tit, goldcrest,
pied flycatcher,
crested tit.

Notteryd
nature reserve

Rom
Gripeberg

Sandsbro

Pack: Hiking shoes,
water bottle, s wimsuit,
something for
gathering blueberries.
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The old shooting range.

environments for different kinds of moss.
A characteristic species for N
 otteryd is the
green shield moss B
 uxbaumia viridis, living
on of different kinds of moist fallen trees.
It may be difficult to spot if you do not
have a magnifying glass and an experienced
eye, but if you seek you will find!
Now, the shooting range is a paradise
for butterflies

Blue trail 7.5 km
Yellow trails 200 m–500 m
Nature reserve border

View over lake Toftasjön.

built in Notteryd. It remains as an open
field, in connection to the main parking of
the reserve. When the reserve was made,
a meadow was established in the area, and
today the flowery land serves as a paradise
for butterflies. In the height of summer
both forester moths and green foresters
can be spotted, seeking nectar among the
flowers.

In the 1940s, a military shooting range was
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Hörtäppet

32. Hågeryd
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Not far from Växjö city, yet with a tangible country feeling, sits the
nature reserve Hågeryd. The famous brothers Erik and Sigvard took
care of the area during their lifetime. Today remains an inheritance
of hay meadows, and grazing lands with an unusually rich flora for us
and coming generations to enjoy.
TV celebrities with their own household
remedies

Erik’s and Sigvard’s work on the Hågeryd
farm is well-documented in literature and
on film. Through media we got to know
The brothers and their different household
remedies and cultivating methods. With
linden-blossom water, birch sap, and hairbrushes made from horsehair they entered
our living rooms, and our hearts.

What memories will you take home?

What will you see when you walk through
the area? Twayblade, spotted orchid,
black-veined white, or something else?
Maybe a tree where birch sap was tapped,
or an old farming road where the horses
walked? Welcome to explore the reserve
where humans’ toil can be traced in the
nature values!

The flora of the hay meadow

The reserve is just below the house where
Erik and Sigvard lived. Along the path
towards the lake, you are greeted by the
birch pasture and the hay meadows. In June
large amounts of the moorland spotted
orchid and greater butterfly orchid bloom.
Later follows a cavalcade of blooming
plants all summer long. Devil’s-bit scabious,
rough hawkbit, and greater knapweed paint
the meadows in purple, yellow, and cerise.
In the spirit of the brothers, the meadows
are mowed with scythe, and the hay is dried
on poles when it is gathered. Afterwards,
the cows are grazing on the rest.

Green forester.

Hartman grass – anonymous in the sea
of plants

One of the rarer plants in the reserve is the
Hartman grass, a sedge that only thrives in
meadows where the hay is harvested. It is
very sensitive for overgrowth and require
that the meadow is mowed. It is difficult
to spot where it grows, in the midst of
other grass and sedges, it takes a somewhat
experienced eye.
Cuckooflower.
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FACTS
Area: 12 ha.
Protected from: 2016.
Characteristics: Hay meadow
and grazing lands.
Municipality: Växjö.
Owner: The State (the Swedish
Nature Protection Agency) and
private owner.
In the binoculars: Red kite.
Pack: Picnic basket, light shoes.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Lillesjön

N 6312498
E 482023

Hågeryd
nature reserve

Symbols

N

Parking
0

Information
Blue trail 1.2 km
Nature reserve border

The hay is harvested with scythes and piled on drying racks.
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33. Helgö
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Helgö is close to the city but has something for everyone. Creeks
for swimming, barbecue spots, and a hiking trail of 7 km, invites
you to outdoor activity all year around! Enjoy the beechwood, the
wilderness environment of the bog and life on the shore!

Ready for outdoor life all year around

Amazing beechwoods

Helgö is one of the more accessible n
 ature
reserves in the county. Here you find
wheelchair-adapted routes, and numerous
possibilities for outdoor living all year
around.The “all around Helgö” route
takes you around the reserve on well-kept
trails, footbridge trails over mires and small
brooks along the shore. You choose how
far you want to walk, there are different
alternatives and shortcuts to choose
between. The reserve has four fireplaces
where you can sit and barbecue or heat
up the contents of your thermos. On hot
summer days it might be nice to cool down
in the lake in Ryssgropaviken’s shallow
waters.

The core of the reserve is the growing
beechwood. It was the first to be protected.
Here you find both young and old trees,
embedding the landscape in beautiful
greenery in spring and summer, changing
into restful red-brown nuances in autumn.
Walking in the beechwood give you a
special feeling. Several of the trees have a
fairy-tale appearance and maybe make you
think of Robin Hood.
View of the castle ruin

A feeling of wilderness by the mire

Herrängsmossen is located on the southern
edge of the reserve. The wilderness feeling
is tangible, and you can hardly sense the city,
only 15 minutes away. In the mire you might
find lots of blueberries, cranberries, and
lingonberries. The trail will take you over
the typical environments of the mire, in the
company of crooked pines, maturing cloudberries, and the scent of wild rosemary.

In the south-eastern corner of the reserve
you get a nice view over Kronoberg castle
ruin. Over the lake the ruin is only 600
metres away. Maybe you will catch the first
rays of sun by the resting place and see the
ruin emerge at dawn? Nevertheless, the
view is enchanting all year around.

Old pines by the lake

Old pines with rough bark are the landmarks of lake Helgasjön. To sit by the tree
trunk with a view of the lake can render a
feeling of reverence and an opportunity to
forget yourself for a while. Several of the
pines are hundreds of years old and keep
the history in their bodies. Who knows
what they have seen during the years? Will
you be one of those embracing your loved
one under the pine’s crown?

Osprey.
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FACTS

Oxudden

Helgasjön

Protected from: 1996, extendedSkälsnäsudd
in
2008.

Helgasjön

Characteristics: Beechwood,
mixed coniferous forest, shore
environments.
Area: 372 ha, whereof 182 ha land.
Municipality: Växjö.
Sikö

N
Bokudden

Lilla
Björnön

Svenshall

Musön

Hissö
nature reserv

Södragården

Ryssagropen

Bokelund

N 6312022
E 485338

Kvigesand

Helgö

Korset

Symbols

Tunatorp

Södergård

Information
Fransborg

Stora Kupö

Lilla Kupö

Sjöholmen

Märraskrovet

Notö

Parking

0

Sandön

Blue trail 7 km
Nature reserve border

Ekön

Åsaskogen

Helgasjön

SWEREF99 TMSiö

Stora
Björnön

Norregården

Pack: Binoculars, thermos, something
to grill.

Karinön

Snarkö

Kalvaön

Owner: The State/The Swedish Hepa.

Nabbudden

GPS

Helgö
nature reserve

Svartnabben

In the binoculars: Black-throated
loon, osprey, common tern.

Jägaregaps
nature reserve

250

500
Metres

Hissö

Korsängen

Helgö gård
Panjeholmen
Södergård

View of the Kronoberg castle ruin.

Hiking trail through Herrängsmossen bog.

Lingonberries.
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Stallholmen

34. Hissö
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The Hissö island in lake Helgasjön is surrounded by water, with the
beechwood as a roof. Beaches with sun-drenched pines and a view
of Kronoberg castle ruin invites you to take a walk along the beach all
year around. If you want to explore there is a small floatbridge leading
to the small islet Musön to the north. On still summer nights you might
hear the black-throated loon calling from the lake. Very welcome to a
pearl of nature, only a short way on bike from Växjö city!
Taking the road from Evedal to Hissö is
like walking into a fairy-tale forest. You end
up under a roof of lush greenery. In spring
the beechwood foliage is very tender, the
air is filled with birds chirping, and the
ground is covered with wood anemones
and coralroot bittercress. In autumn, the
colours shift to rust-red and brown, and
the vivacious birdsong stills before winter.
No matter when you visit Hissö, there is
always something to do. On a cold day
in February, when the ice is thick on the
lake, you might lace up your skates and
experience the reserve from the lakeside.

The nature values can be found in the
beechwood, but also in the thick, divergent
pines, growing by the lake, where osprey
and other birds of prey can build their
nests.
The arboretum of the island – an exotic
memory

Do you think that some of the trees are
curiously large and look a little exotic? They
are. Under the 19th and 20th century it
was popular to establish so-called arboreta.
There, trees from other parts of the were
planted to create exotic environments and

The beechwoods form a green roof.
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FACTS
Protected from: 1996, extended in 2016.

N

Characteristics: Beechwoods and water.
Area: 604,6 ha, where 125,7 ha is land and
478,9 ha are water.
Municipality: Växjö.

Jägaregaps
nature reserve

Owner: The State/ the National Property Board
of Sweden.

Helgasjön

In the binoculars: Black-throated loon, osprey,
common sandpiper, herring gull.
Pack: Light shoes, something to barbecue.

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Helgö nature
reserve

N 6310948
E 487975

Hissö
nature
reserve

Symbols
Parking
Information

Yellow trail 4.5 km
Blue/yellow trail 1,8 km
Nature reserve border
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save them for posterity. This was done on
Hissö as well. What you can see on Hissö
is foremost Douglas fir, grand fir, larch,
and northern white-cedar. Several of these
trees have been removed, for the benefit
of domestic trees like beech, maple, oak,
and pine. Though some of the exotic giants
will be saved as memorials to a time with a
fascination for the exotic.
Lake with a rich birdlife

In the waters of lake Helgasjön both birds
and humans swim. If you stand by the
shore, an evening in early summer, you very
well might spot a black-throated loon. Its
wild call will hardly leave anyone unmoved.
The black-throated loon has a strong
presence in Helgasjön, where it has roosted
for a long time. The same thing applies for
the osprey, which you can see sweeping
over the sky from April to late summer.
It builds its nest on tall pines and gets
away fast if you come to close? Do you
want your grandchildren to be able to spot
an osprey in their binoculars, or a diving
black-throated loon? Just be careful by the
water, then the birds will still be here in the
future as well!
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Black-throated loon.

The reserve is surrounded by the lake.

35. Kronoskogen
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Kronoskogen is one of the most visited green areas in Ljungby. In
addition to all visiting joggers, the area is a sanctuary for plants
and animals. Here you will find ancient rock carvings, the remains
of a peat-fuel plant from the years after WW2, or simply enjoy the
amazing pine forest.
The history

Until the end of the 19th century, a large
area of shifting sands was situated by the
northern edge of Ljungby village. When
it was windy, the sand formed large dunes
and piled up over roads. To protect the
roads, fields, and meadows, brushwood
fences were built along the outer edges of
the village. In the beginning of the 19th
century planting began all over the sand
field, with support from the State. This
finally stilled the sand, the plant roots
bound it, and trees and shrubs protected it
from the wind.
Discover Kronoskogen

The pine forest, making up large parts of
Kronoskogen, is about 150 years old today.
In the eastern parts of the nature r eserve,
grows a mixed coniferous forest with a
rich birdlife. Here you can meet black
woodpecker, lesser spotted woodpecker,
crested tit, and woodcock. In the forest, the
exclusive and rare matsutake mushroom
have also been found.

The pine thrives in the sandy ground.

If you come in the mind to exercise,
Kronoskogen has three lit running tracks,
(1 km, 2.6 km, and 3 km), as well as a
nature trail of 3.3 km, an outdoor gym, and
a facility for beach volleyball.
Ground cedar and star-tipped reindeer
lichen are typical character species for the
dry, meagre pine forest. The birdlife is
richest in the lush mixed forest to the east,
but you might spot species like redstart,
willow tit, and great spotted woodpecker in
the whole area. Take it easy and get to know
the nature, and the area’s exciting history!
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A popular outdoor gym.

Myrebo
Haganäs

nelund

FACTS

Strömsn

Ljungsjö

gå

Protected from:
2016.

Björkeberg
Lilla

Kronoskogen
nature reserve

Area: 56 ha.
Characteristics:
Mixed coniferous
forest with pine.

Strömsnäs

Municipality:
Ljungby.

N

Owner: Ljungby
Municipality.

Hagatorpet

In the binoculars:
Great spotted
woodpecker,
Annelundskyrkan
chaffinch, black
woodpecker.
Pack: Sneakers
(running shoes).

Sallebr

0
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Ljungby

500
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Högaberg

Symbols

GPS
SWEREF99 TM

Parking
Biking trail

N 6300326
E 435970

Blue trail 1 km

Kronoskogen is one of the most visited green areas in Ljungby.
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Yellow trail 3 km
Red trail 2,6 km
White trail 3,3 km
Pilgrim’s way
Nature reserve border

Nature reserves in Kronoberg County
In Kronoberg County there are more than 100 nature reserves. On the map you can see
where all the nature reserves are located. The nature reserves we have chosen to describe
in more detail are marked with a square around the number on the map.

Alvesta

16. Agnäs
39. Bjurkärr
18. Brotorpabäck
51. Fiolenområdet
57. Förebergsåsen
68. Husebymaden
78. Kroxnäs
92. Osby offerlund
101. Sjöatorp
113. Taglamyren
117. Torne bokskog
122. Västra Åsnens övärld
54. Åsnens nationalpark

Lessebo

28. Lövsjö ängar
105. Skärgöl
110. Stocksmyr-Brännan
115. Tiafly
15. Tikaskruv
121. Visjön

Ljungby

43. Bräkentorp
44. Byvärma
52. Flattinge åsar
53. Flymossen
56. Färjansö-Långö
59. Granhultsberget
3. Gölsjömyren
2. Horsnäsamossen
70. Hästhultsskogen
74. Jättaberget
35. Kronoskogen
80. Lidhultsåsen
83. Luberydsmossen

86. Marsholm
29. Målaskogsberg
88. Norrnäs udde
89. Nöttja bokskog
90. Nöttja ryaskog
91. Nöttja urskog
93. Prosteköp
94. Prästeboda
22. Ramsåshuvud
97. Rocknenområdet
98. Ronamossen/
Klockesjömyren
99. Råön
6. Rönnö
102. Skilsnäs
103. Skälhult
111. Sundranäs
112. Svartebro
14. Toftaholm
118. Ushult
120. Vedåsa
123. Yxkullsund
4. Årshultsmyren

Markaryd

48. Ekön
63. Hannabadsåsen
81. Lineberg
6. Rönnö

Tingsryd

46. Ekefors
60. Grytö
61. Grönvik
17. Hackekvarn
65. Hensjönäset
67. Hunshult
69. Hyllesbolsö

75. Korrö
82. Ljuva mon
84. Lunnabacken
85. Långö
87. Midingsbråte
95. Ramsö
108. Stenfors
116. Toftåsa myr
119. Utnäsuddens övärld
122. Västra Åsnens övärld
54. Åsnens nationalpark
124. Älganäs

Uppvidinge

38. Berga fly
40. Bockaskruv
47. Ekhorva
50. Fagraholms fly
7. Getaryggarna
64. Hedasjön
66. Hinkaryd
72. Ideboås
79. Kärngölsområdet
27. Libbhults ängar
96. Ravinen
5. Singelstorps fly
104. Skäraskog
106. Soldatmossen
110. Stocksmyr-Brännan
10. Storasjöområdet
11. Vithult
26. Våraskruv
125. Änghults björkhage
126. Ösjöbol

Växjö

36. Araby
37. Asa
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41. Bokhultet
42. Braås park
45. Dragsåsen
49. Evedalsåsen
51. Fiolenområdet
54. Fylleryd
58. Galtö
62. Gårdsby och
Hemmesjö bökeskog
33. Helgö
34. Hissö
32. Hågeryd
73. Jägaregap
76. Kronoberg
8. Kråketorpskogen
12. Lunden
31. Notteryd
13. Osaby
30. Sjösås äng
9. Skårtaryds urskog
114. Teleborg

Älmhult

71. Hökhult
24. Höö
20. Kronan
25. Linnés Råshult –
kulturreservat
21. Möckelsnäs
100. Siggaboda
107. Stenbrohult
109. Stockanäs
19. Taxås
1. Vakö myr
23. Östra Tångarne
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35
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59

29 78
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1
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51
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8
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Nature reserves in Kronoberg County
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N

Kalmar län

40 66

Alstermo

Älghult

NATURUM
KRONOBERG
AT HUSEBY

OPEN DAILY
MAY - AUGUST.
WEEKENDS AND
HOLIDAYS FROM
EASTER - SEPTEMBER.
OPEN FOR GROUP
BOOKIUNGS ALL YEAR.
ALWAYS FREE
ENTRANCE!

A large and exciting exhibition about the Kronoberg nature. Here, you are
guaranteed to see elk, wild boar, and wolf.
Nature guides show, tell, answer questions, and help you find exciting nature
visiting sites in the vicinity.
During spring, summer, and fall there are guided tours in the Åsnen National
Park and in the nature reserves in the county, bug safari's around Huseby and
much more. Always a bee-yard exhibition, quiz walks, lost and found, nature
bingo, insect nets to lend, etc.

WELCOME INTO THE NATURE!
See more at www.naturumkronoberg.se
or follow @naturumkronoberg at Facebook & Instagram.
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Protected plants and animals
In Sweden, more than 300 plants and animals are under protection.
The protection entails that it is prohibited to pick, dig up, collect,
disturb or damage certain plants and animals.
All orchids are under protection, in all of
the county. Species occurring in Kronoberg
are, among others, elder-flowered
orchid, moorland spotted orchid, marsh
fragrant-orchid, and greater butterfly-
orchid The protection means that you
cannot pick, dig up or damage these plants.
In Kronoberg:
• It is prohibited to pick, dig up or d amage
pasqueflower, spring pasqueflower,
flowering fern and ivy.
• It is prohibited to dig up or pick viable
specimens of liverwort, cowslip, lily of
the valley, and globeflower in the wild for
commercial purposes.
• It is prohibited to intentionally disturb,
catch, or kill certain wild birds and wild
animals, stated in appendix 1 of the
Swedish Species Protection Ordinance.
In addition, it is prohibited to destroy or
collect their eggs in the wild, and to damage
or destroy their breeding habitats. Species included in these prohibitions are, for
example, osprey, white-tailed eagle, and all
bat species in the county.

Spring

Marsh

Liverwort

Elder-flowered

More information about animals and
plants under protection can be found at
the Swedish Environmental Protection
Agency’s web site, www.naturvardsverket.se
You can get or order brochures there as
well.

Common adder
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